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Abstract

Industry 4.0 has transformed manufacturing industry into a new paradigm causing numerous
changes in the models of business and process automation. The profound change in the
context production has brought the issue of efficiency. Some of the key technologies emerged
to tackle this issue are Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), Digital Twins, Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning, Augmented Reality and Additive Manufacturing.

This revolution has not remained in the borders of manufacturing field but it pushes
changes in a lot of fields; in particular, it has introduced health care delivery to the dawn of
a foundational change into the new era of smart and connected health care, referred to as
Healthcare 4.0.

Although automation and assistance technologies are becoming more prevalent in pro-
duction and logistics, there is consensus that humans remain an essential part of operations
systems bringing to the definition of Human-centered Industry 4.0. Nevertheless, human
factors are still underrepresented in the research stream resulting in an important research
and application gap.

This Ph.D. thesis proposes a set of innovative work-flows for real systems based on
enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 and Healtcare 4.0 that can enhance and complement
the human in manufacturing and healthcare. The work is trying to fill a portion of the gap
between research and application concerning the Human factor in Industry 4.0 and propose
new solutions that increase efficacy, flexibility and cost-effectiveness of healthcare services
focusing especially on movement disorders rehabilitation.

This thesis is composed by four chapters. The first Chapter provides an introduction about
the reference context. Chapter 2 describes the state of the art of Industry 4.0, its challenges and
technologies with a focus on the Human factor and reports the contribution about the usage of
Industry 4.0 enabling technologies to provide new solutions for maintenance training, process
quality assessment and bio-mechanical risks detection. Chapter 3 introduces the Healthcare
4.0 going into details of new rehabilitation protocols for movement disorders; it shows a
work for signal processing, focusing on the application of undercomplete autoencoders for
surface electromyography analysis and evaluation of cueing technique efficacy for Parkinson



iv

Disease rehabilitation. The study cases and the contributions reported in this thesis were
always compared with standard techniques. Finally, the conclusions about the research works
and future research proposes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Objective and Research Question

The World Economic Forum said the first Industrial Revolution used water and steam power
to mechanize production, the second one created electrical mass production, and the third
used electronics and IT to automate production systems. The fourth Industrial Revolution
blurred the lines among the physical, digital, and biological spheres. This latest industrial
revolution gave birth to Industry 4.0 and the next-generation of smart factory, in which
autonomous systems internet-connected are completely digitalized to produce data-driven
personalized products.

Industry 4.0 is causing numerous changes in the models of business and process automa-
tion. The profound change in the context production has brought the issue of efficiency.
Some of the key technologies emerged to tackle this this issue are Big Data, Internet of
Things (IoT), Digital Twins, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Augmented Reality
and Additive Manufacturing.

Although automation and assistance technologies are becoming more prevalent in pro-
duction and logistics, there is consensus that humans remain an essential part of operations
systems bringing to the definition of Human-centered Industry 4.0. Nevertheless, human
factors are still underrepresented in the research stream resulting in an important research
and application gap[1]. As stated in this European Commission report [2],the real Human-
centered industry is still not born and closing the gap will converge in the next industrial
revolution Industry 5.0. It is required a strong contribution in research field to make Industry
4.0 enabling technologies not only powerful tools for production but also strong assistant to
support, enhance and take care of the Human component.



1.2 Contribution 2

Industry 4.0 has transformed manufacturing industry into a new paradigm and in similar
way has introduced health care delivery to the dawn of a foundational change into the new
era of smart and connected health care, referred to as Healthcare 4.0 [3].

A wide range of possibilities for using Industry 4.0 technologies to improve healthcare
as it lays out a new and innovative vision for the health sector. The objective is to provide
patients with better, more value-added, and more cost-effective healthcare services while
also improving the industry’s efficacy and efficiency. We can speculate that Healthcare is one
of the most anticipated areas in the 4.0 revolution to achieve great results. Today’s industry
is more computerised than in previous decades, with x-rays and magnetic resonance imaging
giving way to computed tomography and ultrasound scans, as well as electronic medical data.
As Healthcare 4.0 enhances the healthcare experience, it successfully improves the quality,
flexibility, productivity, cost-effectiveness, and dependability of healthcare services. The
Internet of Health Things, medical Cyber-Physical Systems, health cloud, health fog, big data
analytics, machine learning, and smart algorithms are all integrated and used for providing
innovative services that include remote medical assistance, automated medical production,
healthcare robotics, intelligent diagnosis systems and new rehabilitative protocols based on
human–robot symbiosis. There are some limitations, however, to keep in mind. Building and
using healthcare software that matches the Health 4.0 paradigm is doable, but a difficult and
time-consuming task and often requires niche specialists.

1.2 Contribution

The aim of this work thesis is to propose a set of innovative work-flows for real systems
based on enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 that can assist the human in manufacturing
and healthcare. The basic idea is giving a contribution to fill the gap between research
and application concerning the Human factor in Industry 4.0. The first part of the thesis
focuses on the usage of low-cost devices and enabling technologies like AR/VR, gesture
detection and Deep learning for biomechanical risks evaluation, process quality assessment
and maintenance training. At the end my activity during the visiting period of 6 months I
spent at Toyota Motor Europe Technical Centre in Bruxelles is presented. During this period
as Digitalization Engineer, I was involved in different projects about digital transformation
of vehicle production processes and I was the responsible of a proof-of-concept concerning
maintenance training digitalization. The second part of this thesis focuses on machine
learning and deep learning for physiological and kinematic signals processing; a particular
neural model for surface electromyography analysis has been proposed for the evaluation
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of complex muscle activation patterns, useful in the rehabilitation field. At the end a study
about the efficacy of cueing technique for Parkinsonians rehabilitation have been presented.

The developed solutions were compared with literature standards and, if possible, a
personalized pipeline has been proposed and customised to face each challenge.

1.3 Part Outline

This thesis is composed by four chapters. The first and current Chapter 1 provides an
introduction about the reference context. The following Chapter 2 describes the state of the
art of Industry 4.0, its challenges and technologies with a focus on the Human factor and
reports the contribution about the usage of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies to provide
new solutions for maintenance training, process quality assessment and bio-mechanical risks
detection. Chapter 3 introduces the Healthcare 4.0 going into details of new rehabilitation
protocols for movement disorders; it shows a work for signal processing, focusing on
the application of undercomplete autoencoders for surface electromyography analysis and
evaluation of cueing technique efficacy for Parkinson Disease rehabilitation. The study cases
and the contributions reported in this thesis were always compared with standard techniques.
Finally, the conclusions about the research works and future research proposes.



Chapter 2

Enabling technologies for Industry 4.0

2.1 State of the Art

This chapter describes the background and literature of Industry 4.0 challenges and enabling
technologies focusing on the human factors.

2.1.1 Introduction

Industry 4.0, also known as ‘The Fourth Industrial Revolution’, affects entire industries
by transforming the way goods are designed, manufactured, delivered and paid. Due to
the techniques and technologies introduced by this revolution, the manufacturing industry
is not the only industry enduring this transformation; the service industry is changing the
way services are designed and provided. The fourth industrial revolution, different from
the previous industrial revolutions, was predicted a priori and not ex-post [4]. This a priori
prediction allows companies and research institutes to actively shape the future. In 2011,
Germany was the first to introduce an initiative, called Industrie 4.0, as part of its high-tech
strategy to establish the idea of a fully-integrated industry [5]. In contrast, Italy waited until
2015 to present a national plan for Industry 4.0.

The main factor causing the fourth revolution is the rapid technological progress that
introduces a range of new business potentials and opportunities: Internet of Things (IoT),
Internet of Services (IoS), cyber-physical systems (CPS) and smart factories are becoming
more relevant and changing the existing approaches of value or service creation. In particular,
in [6] the authors explain the IoT and IoS in the manufacturing processes causing the fourth
industrial revolution. While the IoT allows objects (e.g., sensors, actuators, mobile phones,
wearable devices) and ‘things’ (i.e., interactions and collaboration with people) to reach the
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Figure 2.1 The 5C architecture for Cyber-Physical Systems.

common goal, the IoS enables companies that provide services to offer their products via
the internet. Another critical component of Industry 4.0 is the CPS. The system allows the
physical world to fuse with the virtual world (made of thinking objects or intelligent services)
and humans who interact both with the physical and virtual world. In [7] the authors propose
a five-level CPS structure, the 5C architecture, which provides a step-by-step guideline for
developing and deploying a CPS for manufacturing applications.

As presented in Figure 2.1, the architecture proposed consists of the following:

• Smart connection layer (condition-based monitoring): represents the first step for de-
veloping a CPS and concerns the accurate and reliable processes for acquiring data from
machines, humans and resources (the players of a complex industrial environment);

• Data-to-information conversion level (prognostics and health management): concerns
the second level of a CPS architecture that creates smart machines using data acquired
from the previous level and by applying inferred algorithms to evaluate the machines’
health value;

• Cyber level (cyber-physical system, self-compare): this level uses the information
from every connected machine to form the machine network and to perform specific
analytics used to extract additional information that provides better insight over the
status of each machine. Therefore, the cyber level is useful to predict the future
behaviour of the machinery;

• Cognition level (decision support system): displays the correct information derived
from previous levels to expert users. Proper presentation of the acquired knowledge to
expert users supports correct decisions;
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• Configuration level (resilient control system): the feedback from cyberspace to
physical space. This level acts as a general control to make a machine self-configure
and self-adapt.

Finally, the smart factory is the main feature of Industry 4.0. As the authors [8] explain,
in a smart factory, people and machines interact to execute a task due to a system working in
the background that can consider context information, like the position and status of objects.
A system should support people and machines obtaining information both from the physical
world (e.g., position of an object) and the virtual world (e.g., simulation model, electronic
documents) to be context-aware. Therefore, considering the definitions of CPS, IoT and
IoS, the smart factory, as a complex workplace in which humans and machines interact to
reach goals, can be defined as a factory in which CPS and IoT and IoS systems communicate
to efficiently and effectively support people and machines in the execution of their tasks.
Without a clear definition of Industry 4.0, companies face several difficulties when trying
to develop ideas or take actions. Therefore, with regard to the previous considerations,
Industry 4.0 could be defined as a set of technologies, techniques and concepts of a value
chain organisation. In a modular smart factory of Industry 4.0, a CPS monitors physical
processes, creates virtual copies of a physical world and makes decisions in cooperation with
people and machines in real time over the IoT system. Via the IoS system, both internal and
decentralised services could be offered and utilised both by people and machines. Therefore,
to support companies and academic researchers in identifying possible Industry 4.0 pilots, in
[4], the authors try to derive six design principles from the Industry 4.0 components (??).

Interoperability In Industry 4.0, companies rather than in an intelligent workplace in
which people and machines interact with a CPS able to manage thinking object use, also,
IoS services the interoperability plays a crucial role. Each module of a smart factory should
operate with the others to assist people and machines during their work. Virtualisation
Using sensors data from the IoT infrastructure, with the virtualisation, the CPS creates a
virtual copy of the physical world to manage the cooperation between people and machines.
Decentralisation The central control of several systems that communicate and interact
with each other is replaced, in an Industry 4.0 context, with decentralised control. The
decentralisation principle allows a smart factory to train CPS to make correct decisions
considering all the features coming from the modules of the entire systems. However, to
avoid uncontrollable situations, the systems able to make decisions on their own must be
designed to support people in their work and not replace them. This aspect is crucial in
the healthcare field. For example, in a context in which a CPS can make decisions based
on a patient’s vital parameters, it is necessary to design and implement an alert system to
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Table 2.1 Principles of Industry 4.0 components

Cyber-Physical
Systems

Internet
of Things

Internet
of Services

Smart
Factory

Interoperability O O O O
Virtualisation O O
Decentralisation O O
Real-Time Capability O
Service Orientation O
Modularity O

notice an expert domain decision. Real-Time Capability For the forth competent, real-
time capability, an intelligent system is defined as a system able to analyse, in real-time,
considerable information from several sources. It is important to avoid delays in crucial
decisions that could compromise the efficiency and efficacy of the entire process. Service
Orientation Service Orientation allows the entire smart factory to be a workplace in which
each module is connected and interacts with the others; only an IoS system could be utilised.
Since modules are often not internally reachable, the IoS system must offer the services both
internally and across company borders. Modularity A factory could be defined as smart if it
is flexible and adapts itself to change requirements. A modular system is the only way to
reach the goal. Therefore, only a smart factory, consisting of several modules, could adjust
itself to improve product characteristics, for example.

Overall, the following are the abilities with which an Industry 4.0 scenario must be
provided:

• the ability of machines, devices, sensors and humans to interact with each other via
IoT and IoS;

• the ability of the CPS to create a virtual copy of the physical world via an aggregation
of raw sensor data or higher-value context information;

• the ability of support systems to help people by aggregating and visualizing information
for making informed decisions and solving urgent problems;

• the ability of CPS to support people by conducting a range of tasks;

• the ability of CPS to make a decision on its own and to perform its tasks as au-
tonomously as possible.
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2.1.2 Challenges

As described in the previous paragraph, the core of the Industry 4.0 strategy is based
on intelligent manufacturing or, in general, on intelligent systems using CPS technology
to decentralize production, to personalize products or services and to increase people’s
participation. In this way, each part of the system (people and machines) can interact to
efficiently and effectively create products and services. In [9] the Germany strategic plan to
implement Industry 4.0 is described. In particular, are highlighted the main points of this
plan. Building a network The core of the foundation of Industry 4.0 is the CPS. This system
implements the connection between thinking objects and incorporates several functions, such
as computing, communications, precision control, interaction, coordination and autonomy.
The CPS can implement these functions only by creating a virtual copy of the physical world.

Researching two major topics The first topic is the smart factory, which is key to
future intelligent infrastructure. The smart factory is focused on intelligent systems and
processes and the implementation of networked distributed production facilities. However,
the intelligent production is focused on human-computer interaction and advanced technolo-
gies. The main goal of the intelligent production is the use of innovative techniques and
technologies, which can be applied to a process to create a highly flexible, personalized
and networked industrial chain. In general, not just the human-computer interactions can
be applied; thing-tothing interactions are also necessary to create better services to meet
customers’ needs. Therefore, the common concept between smart factory and intelligent
production is the combination of smart devices with information communication technology
(ICT).

Realization of three integration Horizontal integration aims to achieve the cooperation
between enterprises for providing real-time products and services. Horizontal integration
is possible by applying integration between a resource and an information network. Verti-
cal integration refers to a network of intelligent factories to update the traditionally fixed
production processes, such as assembly-line production. Finally, end-to-end integration
refers to the design and the implementation of the interconnected CPSs, each of which is
implemented at a terminal and has a digital value chain that communicates and interacts
with other CPS terminals. In general, a terminal can be a man, a machine, or a service.
These interconnections allow the entire system to achieve complete horizontal, vertical and
end-to-end integration.

Against these backdrops, the challenges of Industry 4.0 can be summarized in eight
planning objectives:
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1. System standardization and implementation of a reference architecture: a set of stan-
dards needs to be designed and developed to create a network between different
infrastructures and companies that must be connected and integrated;

2. Efficient management: with the introduction of large and complex systems, appropriate
plans need to be made and an efficient model needs to be designed and developed to
optimize the management;

3. Implementation of a broadband infrastructure to enforce strict criteria on communica-
tions networks that must be reliable, comprehensive and high quality;

4. Safety and security: the interactions between people and machines in these new
scenarios have not posed a threat to people and the environment; on the contrary,
the introduction of intelligent systems needs to be designed and implemented for the
improvement of working conditions regarding safety, health and security;

5. Organization and design of work to achieve humane, automated, green production and
management;

6. Staff training and continuing professional development: with the introduction of these
technologies, staff training and continuing professional development need to be fast
and accurate. For example, new technologies such as virtual reality could be useful for
training operators in a virtual safe place;

7. Establishing a regulatory framework: the introduction of the new technologies in-
troduces new issues, such as in enterprise data, liability, personal data and trade
restrictions. Therefore, appropriate means of control need to be actuated;

8. Improving the efficiency of resource use while reducing and balancing resource utiliza-
tion on the environment caused by pollution and destruction.

The interaction between people and machines must be implemented in every step of
the production process assuming that, in the future, the individual worker will have more
responsibility and a larger operating area. Therefore, the role of the worker will be to
creatively solve issues and problems inside the CPS [10]. ?? provides a representation of
the interaction between human and intelligent system in a typical production process.
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Figure 2.2 Human machine interaction representation of a production process.

2.1.3 Enabling Technologies

There is yet no consensus as to whether we are observing the onset of a Fourth Industrial
Revolution and whether this coincides with the Industry 4.0 paradigm. They are not synonyms.
Industry 4.0 is the qualification of the “factory of the future”, shaped by policy interventions
that have fostered the adoption of smart manufacturing technologies in Europe, and resulting
from the convergence of a new wave of operational technologies with Internetdriven IT
(Kagermann et al., 2013). This might be a fundamental component of a Fourth Industrial
Revolution, but does not coincide with it because of its still relatively limited scale and
scope. A similar difference exists, as Teece (2018) points out, between the notions of general
purpose technology vis-a‘-vis enabling technology. Contrary to the concepts of technological
paradigm (Dosi, 1982, 1988) and general purpose technology (Helpman, 1998), the concept
of “enabling technology” has not been well defined in the academic literature because it
has emerged in the policy arena to profile groups of technologies that can contribute to
innovation and productivity growth in many sectors of the economy (Commission of the
European Communities, 2009), and are therefore identified primarily as industrial policy
targets (European Commission, 2017). Technologies are defined as “enabling” when they
bear high transformative potential for the productive system in which they are deployed for
a variety of uses (Teece, 2018). Paradigm changes and GPTs are much rarer than enabling
technologies, but some enabling technologies can become GPTs and trigger paradigmatic
change over time. This may happen, but has arguably not yet happened, with the diffusion,
convergence and recombination of Industry 4.0 technologies associated with increased
digitization, automation and interconnection. This article provides an in-depth examination
of the enabling technologies underpinning the “factory of the future” as profiled by the
Industry 4.0 paradigm. It contains an exploratory comparative analysis of the technological
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Figure 2.3 Enabling technologies of Industry 4.0.

bases and the emergent patterns of production and use of Internet of Things (IoT), big data,
cloud, robotics, artificial intelligence and additive manufacturing.

Industry 4.0 is not a single technology but rather a cluster of different technologies
that are de facto agglomerated together by technological leaders, pivotal users, system
integrators and government policy makers. ?? synthetizes the concept by illustrating the core
technologies of Industry 4.0, with cloud manufacturing connecting industry devices through
sensors and digital twins, and manufacturing execution systems (MES) keeping control of the
whole factory streams through manufacturing analytics. It is clearly a complex architecture
characterized by old technologies paired with new ones, all interconnected by cloud-based
Internet.

In more detail, the most interesting technologies are:
Additive Manufacturing Additive manufacturing is a technique introduced in recent

years and applied as a production technology [11–14]. Also known as rapid prototyping,
additive manufacturing is used in several applications and business models for direct part
production. The application fields are the aerospace industry [15], the medical industry
[16], and the engineering industry [17? , 18]. The Industry 4.0 paradigm introduces the
customisation of products and real-time monitoring of engineering systems to gain lifecycle
data. Intelligent systems, such as sensors and actuators connected to build a system to
support humans in several tasks, are key enablers for smart control of an industrial value
chain. Therefore, additive manufacturing contributes to the success of the application of
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Industry 4.0 principles through its layer-by-layer fabrication methodology for enabling the
production of smart structures. The integration of sensors and actuators through additive
manufacturing suggests a great potential to improve process performances in many fields of
application for many products. For example, to satisfy the requirements for the centralisation
of the patient in the medical field, it is possible to create biomechanical devices for a specific
patient’s anatomy. These devices would be equipped with several sensors connected in a
body area network [19–22]. Furthermore, additive manufacturing has applications in the
machine tool industry to predict maintenance [23] and in metal forming tools to monitor the
process temperature and wear [23].

Mixed, Augmented and Virtual Reality Among the enabling technologies used to
implement an Industry 4.0 scenario in several application fields, augmented reality (AR) and,
in particular, mixed reality (MR) have proven to be suitable tools in recent years [24–32].
The main goal of systems that use these technologies is to enable workers to collaborate, to
interact with information collected and interpreted using an intelligent system or decision
support system and to monitor and control part of or an entire physical system.

The advantage of AR over virtual reality (VR) is that the worker or the operator perceives
the instructions without needing to change from a real context to a virtual one. The main
application concerns the support of workers in maintenance, repair, and control tasks through
instructions with textual, visual or auditory information. However, in conjunction with the
introduction of the Industry 4.0 paradigm, the set of application fields had increased and is
clearly of great interest in the medical field [33–39]. The benefit of using this technology is
both in remote and in local assistance. Companies that have machines installed in remote
locations need to monitor, operate and repair those machines with the minimum number of
people on-site. Therefore, AR or MR can help by allowing collaboration between workers in
different places [40? –42]. Likewise, these technologies could help support workers in the
decision machining in real scenario, combining their experience with information extracted
in real time from databases and overlapping opportunely in the real world.

The last described scenario concerns the quick access to documentation, like manuals,
drawings or 3D models, both for training an operator by giving step-by-step instructions to
develop specific tasks [43–46] and for reducing the time and effort dedicated to manually
checking the well-trained operators [42]. Most of the AR solutions in literature employ
head mounted displays (HMDs), which have several drawbacks, including ergonomics,
cost, limited field of view, low resolution, encumbrance and weight. The use of spatial (or
projected) augmented reality systems (SAR) is the key to solving this issue.
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SAR is based on digital projectors that superimpose virtual data (e.g., text, symbols,
indicators) directly onto the real environment [47]. However, projected AR, like all new tech-
nologies, requires feasibility studies and optimisation processes before it can be introduced
into the industrial environment. One of the most important issues is the correct visualisation
of technical information. In particular, in [25] the authors evaluated the possibility to project
text directly onto workbench surfaces (without the need to calibrate the scene), comparing
users’ performance with that of a normal LCD monitor [48] because, in a real working
environment, the operator stands in front of the workbench and is currently assisted by
instructions on monitors usually placed on their workbenches or tool carts.

The design of an AR-based system should include the following aspects [49]:

• The final application must provide added-value services;

• Functional discontinuities in the operating modes should be avoided;

• Cognitive discontinuities between the old and the new operating practice must be
reduced;

• If the operator wears an HMD or similar technology, the system should be designed to
reduce physical side-effects, such as headaches, nausea or visual loss acuity;

• The systems should be designed to avoid unpredicted effects of the devices used by
operators, such as distractions, surprises or shocks;

• The designer must consider the user’s perception regarding ergonomics and aesthetics;

• The user interaction must be natural and user-friendly.

Finally, Virtual Reality (VR) [50]. The updates in computing technology allow VR to
be used for both professional and public applications, such as for car [51–54], design and
construction, in architecture and civil engineering [55, 56] and for educational purposes [57].

In manufacturing, the use of VR technologies can reduce the time necessary for devel-
oping machine tools. Machine prototypes built in this way can support human validation
of the designed solution’s functionality and evaluation of the results of simulations such as
stress analysis, kinematics and dynamics [58]. In particular, the concept of a virtual factory,
with the introduction of Industry 4.0, is the natural consequence of VR use in manufacturing.
A virtual factory is a simulated model consisting of several sub-models. Each sub-model
represents a production cell of a factory. In this way, a simulated model for testing a manu-
facturing system can be designed and controlled [59]. The goal of this simulation is to find a
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problem to fix and thus improve the layout of sub-models in the context of the virtual factory.
Another application of VR in manufacturing is training workers.

The main goal is to avoid the risk of use for both humans and machines [60]. Moreover,
in the medical field, there are several studies in which VR is applied for training in surgery,
for treating mental health problems and for analysing human movement and muscle function.
For example, in [61] the authors used VR for visualising muscle activation. The system
analysed human movement and muscle functions by computing, in real time, kinematic
joints and kinetics for full body models and dimensions and force evaluation in muscle
elements. With the introduction of VR, the software can create interactions between humans
and biomechanical data during patient examination or treatment.

Moreover, for surgery training []delorme2012neurotouch, a virtual environment with a
stereovision system and haptic interfaces can help users acquire technical skills involved in
craniotomy- based procedures. However, in this particular field, several studies are presented
on the different state-of-the-art areas of surgery [62–67]. Several studies addressed treating
mental health problems as well [68]. In particular, in [69] four patients with diagnosed
claustrophobia were tested. In this study, a reduction of claustrophobia symptoms after
three-month treatment was observed. Moreover, the same virtual treatment for other types of
phobias was positive [70–73].

Industrial Internet The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a collection of technology
used in an Industry 4.0 scenario, specifically in smart manufacturing [74]. Born from a
convergence of industrial systems with ICT, sensors and communication systems, IIOT is de-
rived from a more abstract idea, called IoT, which integrates computing and communications
technology, and is expanded to include the many ‘things’ used both in the home [75] and
at work [76]. The IoT started with the idea of tagging and tracking ‘things’ using low-cost
sensors. However, with the introduction of smartphones, this paradigm evolved due to the
perfect union between low-cost computing and pervasive broadband networking. Technically,
the IoT consists of several physical artefacts that contain embedded systems of electrical,
mechanical, computing and communication technologies that enable internet-based com-
munication, using several well-known communication protocols, such as Internet Protocol
and data exchange. A consequence of the application of the IoT paradigm in industrial
processes is the launch of IIoT. Although IIoT follows the same core definition of IoT, the
‘things’ and goals are different. The IIoT, for example, consists of sensors, actuators, robots,
milling machines, 3D-printers, assembly line components, chemical mixing tanks, engines,
healthcare devices, planes, trains and automobiles. An important part of IIoT is the opera-
tional technology that refers to hardware and software systems found within the industrial
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environment. [77]. These systems, such as a programmable logic controller, distributed
control systems and human-machine interfaces are also known as industrial control systems
[78–80], and the main goal is to control the several processes and procedures that occur in
an industrial environment. However, these are traditional systems that with the introduction
of the internet-based communication technologies, can be integrated into manufacturing
organisations’ information technology systems and infrastructures. Only with the union
between operational technology and information technology (the core of the IIoT) will an
Industry 4.0 scenario answer the needs of future systems in every application field [81].

Cloud Manufacturing Cloud-based manufacturing (CBM) [82] is a new paradigm that
contributes to the success of Industry 4.0. The goal of this paradigm in an Industry 4.0
scenario is to design networked manufacturing for enhance efficiency in a cyber-physical pro-
duction line, reduce product lifecycle costs and optimise the resource allocation in response
to variable- demand customer-generated tasking [83]. The features of CBM are networked
manufacturing, scalability, agility, ubiquitous access, multi-tenancy and virtualisation, Big
Data and IoT. With these characteristics, a CBM system could be meant as an everything-
as-a-service (infrastructure-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service, software-as-aservice) system
[84–86]. A consequence of CBM is the Cloud-based Design and Manufacture (CBDM)
[87] which focuses on the product realisation processes using an integrated cloud computing
model. In other terms, the goal of a CBDM system is to enhance a CBM system by integrating
it with cloud-based design concepts along with social product development.

Big Data Analytics and DSS Several companies in different application fields understand
it is crucial to have data analytics capabilities of driving digital transformation. Therefore,
skills concerning the development of algorithms for interpreting data must be required. In
particular, in the manufacturing field, big data analytics (BDA) and technologies allow the
support of real-time collection of data from several sources, for comprehensive analysis
of the data and for real-time decision making to improve manufacturing flexibility, prod-
uct quality, energy efficiency and maintenance processes [88–92]. Currently, healthcare
organisations involving both single-physician offices with multi-provider groups and large
hospital networks with accountable care organisations stand to realise significant benefits by
using big data for effectively digitising or combining them [93, 94]. It seems that existing
analytical techniques can be applied to the vast amount of existing (but currently unanalysed)
patient-related medical data to reach a deeper understanding of outcomes to be applied at the
point of care. Potential benefits could include following up on specific diseases. In general,
BDA in healthcare could contribute to evidence-based medicine. The goal is the analysis of
much structured and unstructured medical data to match treatments with outcomes, device
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and remote monitoring for capturing, in real-time, large volumes of fast-moving data from
several devices placed at home or in hospital and, finally, patient profile analytics for applying
several analyses to patient profiles to improve care and lifestyles.

In general, a big data system (BDS) for healthcare, and for other application fields,
consists of four main parts:

• Big data sources generally involve web and social media data, machine-to-machine
data, big transaction data, biometric data, human-generated data related to clickstream
and interaction data from Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, blogs, and health plan websites,
smartphone apps, data read from remote sensors, meters, and other vital sign devices.
Moreover, data types and sources include health care claims and other billing records
increasingly available both in semi-structured and unstructured formats, fingerprints,
genetics, handwriting, retinal scans and other medical images, blood pressure and
other similar types of data. Finally, data types and sources encompass unstructured
and semi-structured data such as physician’s notes, paper documents and e-mail.

• Big data transformation is a component that consists of a data warehouse able to
store several types of data. To properly cluster and analyse the data stored in the
data warehouse, a data transformation process should be applied. For this scope,
the open-source Apache Foundation project, Hadoop, should be used to analyse
data and to create N datasets used as input in an Ensemble Support Vector Machine
(ESVM). Hadoop has two primary components: Hadoop File System and MapReduce
programming framework. The main feature of Hadoop is that the file system and
MapReduce co-deploy such that a single cluster is produced and the storage system is
included in the processing system [95].

• Big data tools and platforms are a component that uses structured or semi-structured
data from the big data transformation component as input. In general, this component
performs the implementation of an ESVM [96], which implements a DSS based on
several datasets collected in a proper data warehouse.

• Big data analytics is the core of the entire system and allows a result aggregation to
comprehensively describe the analyses performed using the previous components of
the system. These components include an interface to interact with humans who must
make decision based on the results of BDS.

The main features of a BDS are volume, velocity, variety and veracity. In detail, a big
data system creates and accumulates an incredible amount of several types of data over time.
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Advances in data management, particularly virtualisation and cloud computing, are currently
facilitating the development of platforms for more effective capture, storage and manipulation
of large volumes of data. Moreover, data are accumulated and analysed in real-time and at
a rapid pace, or velocity. In many situations, the application of these features in a big data
system could be the difference between success and failure. For example, in the medical field,
the ability to retrieve, analyse, compare and make decisions based on output values could
help physicians create a diagnostic report in a brief period due to the MapReduce ESVM
approach used to predict the disease severity of patients. Big data is extensive because the
information comes from several different sources. The recent exploiting of these sources
for analytics means that structured data (which previously held unchallenged dominance in
analytics) is now joined by unstructured data (text and human language) and semi-structured
data (XML, RSS feeds). There is also data that is hard to categorise, as it comes from audio,
video, and other devices.

Moreover, multidimensional data can be drawn from a data warehouse to add historical
context to big data. Multidimensional data is a far more eclectic mixture of data types than
analytics has ever involved. Therefore, with big data, variety is just as wide as volume. Also,
variety and volume tend to fuel each other. The quality of data acquired from different sources
is highly variable, and success or failure decisions depend on having accurate information.
Unstructured data imply all often incorrect. The veracity hypnotises a scaling up in the
performance of techniques and technologies to use in a big data management system. Big
data analytics could be executed across several servers, or nodes, in distributed processing
and by considering the use of the paradigm of parallel computing and of the approach called
‘divide and process’.

Moreover, models and techniques need to consider the characteristics of BDA. Traditional
data management hypnotises the warehoused data is certain, precise, and clean. High-quality
data enable improving the coordination of processes in different application fields, avoiding
errors and reducing costs.

Simulation and prototype The main goal of simulation and prototype technologies and
techniques is to mirror the physical world in a virtual one. This feature is crucial for a CPS
implemented in an Industry 4.0 scenario. In general, a physical world includes machines,
products and humans. The virtualisation of the world allows workers to test and optimise
processes in a simulated manner and apply the changes in the physical world. There are
several simulation studies used for observing the behaviour of machines and operators in
manufacturing: movements [97, 98], connectivity with robotic arms [99, 100], real-time
tracking [101, 102], energy efficiency [103, 104], deadlock prevention [105, 106], and the use
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of virtual engineering objects for industrial design and manufacturing [107–109, 109, 110].
Also, in this case, the application fields are many, and since there is great interest in the
medical field, the practical knowledge of these techniques from manufacturing is shifted to
bioengineering to reach the same goal [111–114].

Robotic Systems This complex system in which machines and humans interact to
reach a common goal consists of modern robots characterised by autonomy, flexibility and
cooperation. Currently, robots interact with one another and work safely with humans, even
learning from them [115, 116].

In general, the use of robots in a system offers cost advantages when performing most
of the processes in an intelligent environment. For example, the use of the programmable
dual-arm robot is proposed in [11] for material distribution in the assembly line. This study
focused on the safe operation of the robot through monitoring the environment while the robot
was working. Several procedures were implemented to avoid unsafe behaviour. For example,
if any disturbance, such as humans or equipment, enters the robot’s virtual space (safety
eye), the system stops the robot’s movement with a sound anticipating some complicity
[117, 118]. At this point, an operator could remove obstacles before the robot resumes
working. Since manufacturing tasks are becoming individualised and flexible, robots in the
smart environment should perform tasks collaboratively without reprogramming. The way
is a ubiquitous interaction between robot and robot and human and robot as described in
[119, 120].

Cyber Security A CPS consists of millions of embedded sensors and communications
devices. This type of infrastructure is weak regarding risks associated with the increasing
use of data or concerning systemic breaches [121]. Therefore, a cyber-physical manufac-
turing systems may face the threat of cyber-attacks. Generally, malicious software affects
and spreads from one machine to another through communication systems to modify the
manufacturing processes or destroy data, leading to product quality defects or a complete
shutdown. Therefore, the implementation of an intelligent algorithm to avoid these situations
is critical in an Industry 4.0 scenario because industrial data is highly sensitive, encapsulating
various aspects of the industrial operation, such as information about products, business
strategies and companies [89].

Artificial Intelligence It concerns the knowledge and techniques developed to make
machines “intelligent,” that is to say able to function appropriately also through foresight
in their environment of the application. Industrial AI refers to the computer science-based
technologies which, coupled with machine learning, are used to generate intelligent sensors,
edge computing, and smart production systems.
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2.1.4 Human Factor

The centrality of the human factor The Industry 4.0 pushes to a rethinking of the logic of
human-machine interface, from touch displays, to wearable devices and augmented reality.
The question is what role the human factor should play in this epochal change in the way of
doing industry.

In an interesting research, the “Osservatorio Industria 4.0” suggests that to maintain the
centrality of the human factor within the new contexts 4.0 it is necessary that companies
increase their skills, both in terms of human resources selection and training in general. The
“Skills 4.0” are necessary for the management of new technologies for data administration,
for privacy, for cybersecurity and much more.

The workforce has to evolve in order to maintain its role within the evolving productive
contexts that can potentially make the human presence obsolete. Many aspects and activities
in the industrial environment still need the contribution of people, provided that they are
able to improve their skills to intercept these “blind spots” in the production chain, where
machines’ capabilities are not yet sufficient.

First attempts to structure these interactions are made, for example, by Romero et al.
(2016), Ruppert et al. (2018) and Fantini et al. (2020), where the operator is interpreted in
different roles, depending on the technologies used. As described by Romero et al. (2016),
augmented reality used by an operator leads to the “augmented operator”, who is presumably
capable of making more informed decisions when maintaining a machine, for instance. These
works, however, still focus on technological possibilities for the worker without analysing
their influences on HF demands and operator experience in depth. Moreover, the “Operator
4.0” as proposed by these works is merely analysed in isolation, without consideration of the
organizational, processual, psychosocial, and technological environment of the humans in
the system.

This article discusses how failure to attend to HF in previous industrial system generations
has had negative consequences for individual employees, production organisations, and for
society as a whole. We further show that there has also been a lack of attention to HF aspects
in research and development in I4.0, and present and discuss a framework for the systematic
consideration of HF in the design and evaluation of I4.0 technologies and technology-assisted
workplaces. Addressing these aspects, this paper pursues two research objectives (ROs):
RO1: To identify which HF aspects have been considered to what extent in the scientific
literature on I4.0.

RO2: To provide a framework that includes foundational theories of HF to support the
incorporation of HF aspects into corporate I4.0-system development efforts.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. A content analysis of research
dealing with I4.0 is performed in Section 2, which highlights the definite lack of considering
HF in this research area. In Section 3, concepts of HF in engineering design are discussed
that are relevant for understanding the role of HF for system performance. In Section 4, an
analysis framework is derived based on the discussed concepts to highlight how HF can
be considered systematically in I4.0 research and development. In addition, an example
application of the framework to a typical I4.0 use case is presented. The framework’s
implications are discussed in light of the insights obtained from the content analysis and
theory section, and limitations as well as future perspectives of HF in I4.0 for researchers
and managers are outlined in Section 5. Fig. 1 illustrates the outline of the paper and the
research steps.

2.1.4.1 Human-Computer Interfaces for Industry 4.0

Following the Industry 4.0 principles, each player of an intelligent environment consists of
modules to interact with other players. A player is not only a machine, but can be a resource
or a human or, in general, intelligent objects.

An intelligent environment can be described as a cyber-physical structure in which
humans should be integrated to realise their individual skills and talents fully. Therefore, a
cyber-physical structure can be described as a network of relationships between humans and
CPS consists of physical and virtual components [122]. The interaction between humans and
physical or virtual components of CPS occurs both by direct manipulation of the virtual of
physical components and by means of human-computer interfaces. In this contest, the role of
the worker is to dictate a production strategy and supervise the implementation of the self-
organising production processes. Therefore, the classic workplace becomes less significant
due to extensive networking and mobile realtime information availability. The result of the
application of this type of paradigm is that the workers assume more responsibility on a
larger operating area since that their decision and monitoring processes can be executed on
site or from afar. In this way, the worker takes on the role of the creative problem solver
and his/her work is characterized by constructive planning activities or mental work. The
novel role of human workers must be combined with the implementation of organisational
and technological material and methods. Firstly, the need to fit qualifying strategies creates
a need to find a resource that solves problems with an interdisciplinary approach that is
necessary for an Industry 4.0 scenario. On the other hand, the need of human-technology
solutions provides the creation of a networked and decentralised manufacturing system, the
main result of the implementation of Industry 4.0 principles.
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The CPS implementations with their abilities to gather, exchange and process data are
leading to increasing the requests for managing information in every application fields of
Industry 4.0. The result is an emerging need for requirements concerning the acquisition,
aggregation, representation and re-use of data. In order to control and manage processes in
these innovative systems, human workers must easily interact, in a distrusted manner, with
all the necessary interfaces for visualising current production processes and the resulting
data. On the other hand, each component of CPS must be able to collect data originate from
a multitude of different data sources by means of standardised and platform-independent
interfaces. Human workers must be able to interact with this component using mediating
interfaces such as VR or AR. In particular, as described in Mixed, Augmented and Virtual
Reality paragraph, VR allows the user to simulate and explore the behaviour of the CPS-
based production system. On the other hand, the AR, which represents the computer-aided
enhancement of human perceptions by means of virtual objects placed in the real world,
allows the user to interact with CPS directly or to view information to make a decision
on a specific process. There is a lot of information that could be visualised in the field of
view of the human’s works. Therefore the CPS must have such component able to evaluate
information with which the human workers have to interact to make an intelligent decision.
These components, also called, Decision Support Systems (DSS) are necessary components
in a CPS, as described in paragraph 1.1. To implement these types of interactions, the IoT
or IoS parts of an Industry 4.0 scenario, must be designed on a network in which each
intelligent object has to be able to interact with each other following a precise standard
for information access and exchange. By implementing the network of thinking objects
and the interfaces for the interaction between data and human workers, the aggregated and
preprocessed information can be directly accessible by human workers by means of mediating
interfaces [123]. Therefore, several scenarios can be designed:

• maintenance by providing interactive and virtual instructions [124–126];

• quality control monitoring or, in general, production processes monitoring by means
of an intelligent retrieval and allocation of information, such as the status of a CPS
[127–129];

• planning and simulation of production processes to understand and optimise the
behaviour of the CPS. In this scenario, the objectives must be both the design of
information and virtual objects handling to be as user-friendly as possible and the im-
plementation of the scenario by following specific requirements especially concerning
robustness and security [130–132].
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In general, interaction must be intuitive. This means that the same experiences gained
while dealing with real objects can be transferred to the virtual/digital world. Tradition
user interfaces are characterised by an unimodal interaction, in which the user, by means
of several input devices such as a keyboard, mouse, joystick, etc., can give a command to
the system that replies with the visualisation of the command result (generally, on a screen).
The use of innovative multi-touch and voice control devices allows for improved ease of use,
which will be updated by users personal experience [133]. However, the need to introduce
innovative user interfaces collides with the strictly specific requirements of the environment
in which the interfaces have to be used (industrial environment, operating room, etc.). For
example, the most important form of interaction is the touchscreen interaction. However,
only with the introduction of the Dispersive Signal Technologies (DST) [134], smartphones
or tablets have been introduced in an industrial field since DST allow the human worker to
interact with the touch screen when wearing gloves. Other problems such as dust and water
splash must be solved to introduce smartphones or tablets in an industrial environment but
already exists some hardware solutions. Voice control is another type of interaction that
allows human workers to interact with systems even if their attention or haptic capabilities
are fully busied [135]. Moreover, natural gestures interfaces are like voice control interfaces
since it is particularly intuitive and immediate. Recognizing hand position and movements,
natural gestures interfaces could be image or device based. In the device-based version,
wearable sensors, such as acceleration or position sensor, have to be worn to record users’
movements. On the other hand, image-based systems use camera sensors object recognition
and image processing techniques to recognise the gesture, posture, hand position, etc..

Natural User Interface (NUI) is a goal of the Human-Computer Interface (HCI). The true
meaning of what NUI is has evolved along with the introduction of the new technologies. For
example, the Graphic User Interfaces (GUIs) are considered an NUI compared to command-
line interface and Gesture UI, by means of technologies such as Kinect, is considered an NUI
advanced over GUI [136]. A meaning of NUI could be gestures, touch, speech and haptics
that support user interaction with a system via the human body [137, 138]. For example, in
[139] the authors described the concepts regarding touch, tap and swipe on a flat screen with
the disappearance of buttons. The new technologies, such as AR, VR and voice commands
produce a new definition of NUI. Nowadays user interfaces are based on vision, hearing and
tactility.

However, to improve the experience new technologies are implemented by enabling
thermal, wind and pressure stimuli based on the sense of touching. For example, in [140] the
authors demonstrate how the addition of thermal and wind stimuli in a virtual reality scenario
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Figure 2.4 The evolution of interfaces, from CLI to NUI.

improves the sense of presence for a specific simulation. Moreover, in [141, 142] the authors
design thermal and pressure feedback for mobile devices to reach haptic interfaces. The
common goal of these studies is the extension of user interfaces with peripheral modalities
beyond vision and hearing. Other senses such as olfaction and gustation 22 are also important
for a human to interact with the world since that plays an important role in human emotion,
memory and social interaction [143]. However, there are few works in the state of the art
that explore the interfaces to support olfaction and gustation. For example, a study that
demonstrates how people could use smell to tag photos compare with text label is presented
in [144]. Another study designs and built an olfactory display system that distributes spatially
on the touch screen several types of odours [145]. Finally, a team of researchers present
an olfactory display based on biometric data in [146]. However, the most important study
concerning olfaction is [147] in which Obres et al. identified 10 categories of smell experience
that are useful to encourage the HCI community to design and implement devices for the
improvement the simulation of olfaction in a simulated world. The research in the olfactory
interfaces has encouraged the design and implementation of devices to simulate the sense
of taste [148–150]. The common goal of these studies is to investigate the implications of
gustatory experience by designing and implementing devices to allow users to taste dispensed
flavours by touching the tongue to the screen or by developing a digital taste interface that
simulates several tastes on the tongue via thermal or electrical stimuli. However, these types
of interactions are still limited [151].
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Figure 2.5 A representation of the Optitrack system: infrared cameras (top of the room),
force platforms (segments on the floor on which the human is walking), human model,
optical-markers (white spots on the human model).

2.1.4.2 Ergonomics and Motion Analysis

The applications of human motion analysis are growing fast in the areas including but not
limited to healthcare [152, 153], virtual reality [154], sport [155], etc. [156], over the past
decades. Human motion tracking systems generate real-time data that represent human
movement and posture. The tracking system can be classified according to the motion
capture techniques as optical and non-optical. Non-optical systems, or sensorbased systems,
include the inertial, magnetic and mechanical motion capture techniques. These systems
have the disadvantage of being intrusive, which can affect the performance of the system and
limit its application. Optical-based systems utilize data captured from one or more cameras
(infrared or video camera) to triangulate the threedimensional position of a subject according
to marker-based or markerless techniques. Systems such as Optitrack (http://optitrack.com/
2.5), VICON (http://www.vicon.com/), and BTS (www.btsbioengineering.com/) are vision-
based tracking systems with markers. Instantaneous bone position and orientation and joint
kinematic variable estimations are accurately addressed in the framework of rigid body
mechanics.

In particular, by using a combination of several markers in a specific pattern, the software
can identify rigid bodies or skeletons. By putting at least 3 markers on the rigid body in
a unique and non-symmetric pattern, the motion capture system is able to recognize the
object and determine its position and orientation. A skeleton is a combination of rigid bodies
and/or markers, and rules for how they relate to each other. Several predefined skeleton
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models for the human body exist in the motion capture software, but it is possible to set up
user-defined skeletons or models depending on the needs of the researchers. Commercial
systems available offer the combination of hardware and software to: acquire the position
of the passive markers placed on the body segments (capture), reconstruct the trajectories
of each marker (tracking) and - if required - elaborate the three-dimensional data (analyse)
according to a specific medical protocol [157, 158].

The posture analysis field is really crucial in an industrial environment in which the
human workers are undergone to repetitive movements during work tasks. Therefore, several
observational methods used by experts are introduced to avoid posture problems. However,
observational methods like OWAS, NIOSH, OCRA, and EAWS, even if supported by depth
cameras user data, still require a heavy intervention by a field expert to estimate the required
parameters (e.g. forces, loads, static/repetitive muscular activity etc.). The ISO standard
11228-3:2007(E) suggests the use of a simplified method in the early stage of the analysis and,
if critical conditions are detected, provides the OCRA method to be applied for additional
investigation. Among the simplified methods for rapid analysis of mainly static tasks, the
RULA, acronym of Rapid Upper Limb Assessment, is one of the most popular [159]. The
main weakness of RULA is related to the inter-rater reliability. In [160] the authors found just
“fair” inter-rater reliability of the RULA grand-score (ICC<0.5) among four trained raters.
Dockrell et al. [161] proposed an investigation of the reliability of RULA that demonstrated
higher intra-rater reliability than inter-rater reliability implying that serial assessments would
be more consistent if carried out by the same person. Bao et al. [162] showed that, if
a “fixed-width” categorization strategy is used when classifying the angles between body
segments, the inter-rater reliability grows with the amplitude of the width. Moreover, larger
body parts as shoulder and elbow, allow better estimation than smaller ones, as wrist and
forearm [163].

The introduction of low-cost and calibration-free depth cameras, such as the Microsoft
Kinect v1 sensor, provided easy-to-use devices to collect data at high frequencies. Several
authors studied the accuracy of kinematic data provided by the Kinect v1 device in various
application domains [164–166]. The results showed that Kinect v1 is accurate enough to
capture human skeletons in a workplace environment. The accuracy and robustness of the
provided joint positions (skeleton tracking) are promising for applications that require to fill
in an ergonomic assessment grid [167]. Patrizi et al. [168]patrizi2016comparison compared
a marker-based optical motion capture system with a Kinect v1 for the assessment of the
human posture during work tasks. However, three main technical problems arose in the
works using Kinect v1: the lack of wrist joints tracking, the influence of the environment
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lighting conditions, and the self-occlusions (in postures such as crossing arms, trunk bending,
trunk lateral flexion, and trunk rotation). The Kinect v2, presented in 2013, uses a different
technology (time-of-flight), and according to the specifications, it outperforms the previous
version. It tracks 25 body joints including wrists; it is more robust to artificial illumination
and sunlight [169] and more robust and accurate in the tracking of the human body [170].
Conversely, a study [171] found the non-trivial result that Kinect v1 outperforms v2 as regards
average error of joint position (76 mm vs 87 mm) in seated and standing postures. These
results feature the Kinect v2 sensor to be a promising tool for postural analyses, especially
for the metrics whose calculation is based on angular thresholds that tend to minimize the
effect of joint angle errors.

2.1.4.3 Training and Operations Performance

The Industry 4.0 revolution has affirmed the centrality of the human operator, proposing a
new way to automate production processes based on human and robotic expertise synergy.
The impact of new technologies, such as collaborative robots (co-bots), virtual reality (VR)
and augmented reality (AR) [172], wearable devices, Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial
vision [173, 174], allows the companies to streamline their processes, ensuring better quality
and enhancing the flexibility of their production potential [175, 176]. From this perspective,
the human-centered approach has once again been reaffirmed in the automotive sector in
the era of electric vehicles [177]; as an example, the technological processes of battery
pack assembly require several manual procedures, especially in the completion of electrical
connections.

The continuous evolution of production processes, not only in the automotive indus-
try [178] but in the whole world of automation, together with the problem of employee
turnover, has led to a progressive and ceaseless need to train novel operators on new tech-
niques and to assess the quality of their job. The assembly and maintenance of industrial
assets are complex tasks that require a large number of training hours in classrooms and
hands-on sessions. Furthermore, especially in times of restrictions related to the pandemic,
only a few trainees can access training on a physical asset at the same time, and their avail-
ability is always a trade-off with production line efficiency. Training all the operators of a
plant on a piece of new equipment in a reasonable lead time is a huge challenge.

In addition to the personnel training, one of the key factors of success in the new industry
is the traceability of manual operations to ensure product quality [179]. Indeed, in most
of the manufacturing processes, it is important to collect data from the manual assembly
and maintenance interventions and to store these data in a centralized data management
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system for subsequent analysis of the performance of the plants [180]. In this scenario, the
companies that can accurately understand workers’ behaviors and evaluate their performance
in real-time will outperform their competitors.

Smart industrial workstations for training and evaluating the performance of the workers
are drawing attention as an innovative approach to facing the problem. These systems are
designed to guide a non-experienced operator in achieving the same level of precision and
performance as the expert [181, 182]. In addition, they ensure that procedures are carried
out in the right way while collecting anonymous real-time data that can be used to verify
technical parameters and to improve the working efficiency where needed.

The market proposes some commercial solutions for virtual guidance, such as Bosch’s
Active Assist system (https://www.boschrexroth.com/en/xc/products/product-group
s/assembly-technology/news/activeassist-assistance-system/index/, accessed on 20
January 2022), Arkite HIM (https://arkite.com/product/, accessed on 20 January 2022),
Rhinoassembly Light Guide System (https://www.rhinoassembly.com/en/catalog/p
roduct/-Light-Guide--LGS--LGS/, accessed on 20 January 2022) and Vir.GIL (https:
//www.comau.com/it/competencies/digital-initiatives/technologies/vir-gil/, accessed on 20
January 2022) (Figure 2.6). They are powerful and flexible systems that are able to guide
the operator during the training of a new assembly, inspection or maintenance procedure
by means of digital information projected on a workbench or directly on the asset to be
manipulated. However, such innovative products do not implement algorithms that are able to
accurately track the pose of a hand tool that might also be partially occluded by the operator’s
hands. In fact, in the best case, these industrial solutions roughly track the position of the
hand center and assume that a certain task has been performed if the hand center position is
enough close to a specified area. This can clearly lead to a rough performance evaluation
and the learning of bad habits. In order to make a difference, it is fundamental to track, with
high accuracy, the pose of the tools the worker handles during the learning session of the
procedure [183]. As an example, if a worker is required to tighten several screws in sequence,
an evaluation of whether the screws were tightened following the correct sequence without
missing any screws might be requested.

https://www.boschrexroth.com/en/xc/products/product-groups/assembly-technology/news/activeassist-assistance-system/index/
https://www.boschrexroth.com/en/xc/products/product-groups/assembly-technology/news/activeassist-assistance-system/index/
https://arkite.com/product/
https://www.rhinoassembly.com/en/catalog/product/-Light-Guide--LGS--LGS/
https://www.rhinoassembly.com/en/catalog/product/-Light-Guide--LGS--LGS/
https://www.comau.com/it/competencies/digital-initiatives/technologies/vir-gil/
https://www.comau.com/it/competencies/digital-initiatives/technologies/vir-gil/
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Figure 2.6 Vir.GIL virtual guidance system: (Left) hardware setup of the system; (Right)
application UI workflow for starting a new procedure.

2.2 A Nonlinear Autoencoder for Kinematic Synergy Ex-
traction

How the human central nervous system (CNS) copes with the several degrees of freedom
(DoF) of the muscle-skeletal system for the generation of complex movement has not
been fully understand yet. Many studies in literature have stat-ed that likely the CNS
does not independently control DoF but combines few building blocks that consider the
synergistic actuation of several DoF. Such building blocks are called synergies. Synergies
have been defined both at muscle level, i.e. muscle synergies, and at kinematic level, i.e.
kinematic synergies. Kinematic synergies consider the synergistic movement of several
human articulations during the performance of a complex task, e.g. a reaching-grasping
task. The principal component analyses (PCA) is the most used approach in literature for the
kinematic synergy extraction. However, the PCA only considers linear correlations among
DoFs which can be considered as the most-simple model of inter-joint coupling. In the
following study, synergies were extracted from kinematics data (five upper limb angles)
acquired during 12 different reaching movements with a tracking system based on the HTC
Vive Trackers. After the extraction of the upper-limb joint angles with the OpenSim software,
the kinematic synergies have been extracted using nonlinear undercomplete autoencoders.
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Different models of nonlinear autoencoders were investigated and evaluated with R2 index
and normalized reconstruction error.

2.2.1 Materials and Methods

Participants Three healthy male subjects between 28-30 years old were involved in this
study. They were all right handed with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and with no
known motor deficit. Participants were informed about experiment of the study and gave
their consent.

Experimental Setup Each subject was asked to perform reaching/grasping task in a 3D
virtual environment while wearing the HTC Vive Headset and a low-cost tracking system.
The virtual reality scenario was developed using the Unity 3D framework and the virtual
reality HTC Vive platform. The HTC Vive trackers have been used to track the upper
limb movement and accordingly control a virtual hand in the VR. The Leap Motion device
has been used to detect the opening and the closing of the user’s hand, thus allowing the
interaction with the virtual objects placed in the virtual scenario.

Virtual Reality Scenario The virtual reality scenario implements and simulates the in-
teraction between the human upper limb and virtual books. In the scenario the user is
sitting close to a table in front of two bookshelves. He is asked to retrieve some books that
randomly appear at six possible positions (see Figure 2.7a) with two different orientations
(see Figure 2.7b). The different height of the shelves, the positions and orientations of the
books modulate the complexity and variability of the action. The experimental session was
composed of 12 independent trials (six positions by two orientations) that were randomly
repeated three times. Each trial considers the interaction with a book that must be moved
from the bookshelf to the top of a desktop. Each trial is composed of a sequence of sub
actions as follows:

1. The user moves his hand at the starting position (“START” button as in Figure 2.7a),
then, a book located at a random position and orientation on the bookcase appears.

2. Then, the user is asked to reach and grasp the book by closing his hand (the book will
be "grabbed" only if the hand closes on the book).

3. Once the book is grabbed, a light spot is activated in correspondence of the re-turn
position (the same for starting).
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Figure 2.7 (a) The Virtual Reality Scenario. Numbers from 1 to 6 indicate the possible book
position on the shelves. (b) The Virtual Reality Scenario. A e B indicate the two possible
book orientation. (c) A participant of the study wearing the accessories of the tracking
system.

4. The user must place the book at the right location and open the hand.

5. Finally, the patient goes back in the rest position to trigger both the end of the current
trial and the start of a new one.

The tracking system based on the HTC Vive trackers The low-cost tracking system was
developed using the HTC Vive platform but in particular by means of HTC Vive Trackers.
Such system has been used to track the position and the orientation of four Vive trackers
placed at specific positions of the user’s upper limb, thus allowing the interaction with the VR
and reconstruction of the complete movement in terms of joint angles. The low-cost tracking
system has been designed for the acquisition of the angles of the shoulder, elbow and forearm
joints, i.e. the three shoulder rotation angles defined as in the work of Holzbaur et al. [184],
the elbow flexion/extension angles and the prono-supination angle. The system is based on
the virtual reality HTC Vive platform and, in particular on, the Vive Tracker device (Figure
??c) that is a battery-powered tracking device that allows the acquisition of the full pose
(position and orientation) of a rigid body on which it is fixed. The tracking system employs
four HTC Vive trackers, elastic belts with plastic supports for the trackers and a metallic stick
with a known length (Figure ??c). The four markers are positioned at the wrist, the arm,
the sternum and above the acromion. The stable positioning of the trackers is ensured by
means of elastic bands and ap-propriate 3D printed plastic supports. A calibration procedure
is needed to individuate the relative position of 8 land-mark points of the skeletal system
respect to the markers: ulna styloid process, radio styloid process, medial epicondyle, lateral
epicondyle, xiphoid process, sternal extremities of the two clavicles and acromion. After
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positioning the trackers 1, 2 and 3, the tracker 4 is fixed to the stick (Figure ??c) to identify
the relative positions of the landmark points respect to a specific marker. In particular, the
ulna styloid process and the radio styloid process are referred respect to the tracker 1; the
medial epicondyle and the lateral epicondyle are referred respect to the tracker 2; the xiphoid
process and the sternal extremities of the two clavicles are referred to the tracker 3. The
acquisition of the relative positions is performed by placing the extremity of the stick (that
has a known position respect to the tracker 4) above the landmark points. Finally, the tracker
4 is positioned with a plastic support above the acromion at a defined distance. After the
calibration phase, the subjects of the study, wearing the markers accessories (Figure ??c)
and HTC Vive headset, were immerged into the virtual scenario where they execute the task
explained in the previous paragraph.

Joint angles extraction During the entire experiment session, a custom-made software is
used to record the pose of all trackers at 90 Hz rate. Then, it was possible to reconstruct the
trajectory of each land-mark point given its relative position to the specific tracker. Finally,
the articulation angles are extracted by running an inverse kinematic procedure on a scaled
version of the upper limb model developed by Holzbaur et al. [185] using the OpenSim
software [186]. For each participant of the study, was built a dataset of joint angles extracted
during the execution of the trials over the experiment. More in detail, having:

1. 5 joints angles (φ1,φ2,φ3 three shoulder rotation angles, φ4 elbow angle and φ5 prono-
supination angle);

2. t = [20000 - 25000] number of samples recorded during the action at 90 Hz;

3. m = 12 reaching-grasping-pulling actions.

The result was a matrix D as in 2.1.

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ϕ1

1 (1) · · · ϕ1
5 (1) · · · ϕ1

1 (tmax) · · · ϕ1
5 (tmax)

ϕ2
1 (1) · · · ϕ2

5 (1) · · · ϕ2
1 (tmax) · · · ϕ2

5 (tmax)
...

...
... . . . ...

...
...

ϕm
1 (1) · · · ϕm

5 (1) · · · ϕm
1 (tmax) · · · ϕm

5 (tmax)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.1)

Furthermore, trigger system implemented in the virtual scenario label automatically the
samples basing on action phases (reaching – pulling).
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Figure 2.8 Undercomplete Autoencoder Topology.

Nonlinear Autoencoder for Kinematic Synergy Extraction Autoencoder is an artificial
neural network designed with the purpose of coding the input variables into a latent-space
from which reconstructing them as accurately as possible. This unsupervised learning
technique is mostly used for dimensionality reduction. An autoencoder (AE) has a hidden
layer that generates a coded representation h of the input x. AE is composed of two main
parts: an encoder that codifies the input into the code ( h=e(x) ) and a decoder that reconstruct
it, ( r=d(h) ). There are different kinds of AE that differ for internal structure of the network
and training modalities [187]: undercomplete AE, regularized AE, sparse AE and denoising
AE. An undercomplete autoencoder is an AE able to extract the most representative features
contained in the input data. Such property is ensured by setting the dimension of the code h to
a value smaller than the size of the input x. Such network’s bottleneck should force the AE to
learn some sort of structure that exists in the input data, e.g. correlation among input signals.
In this study, different models of nonlinear undercomplete autoencoders were investigated in
order to extract the spatial kinematic synergies of the human upper limb from joint angles
while executing a reaching task in a 3D space. After that, the result was compared with
the most used technique in dimensionality reduction, Principal Component Analysis. The
general structure of the autoencoder is shown in Figure ??. All designed models, had one
hidden layer and N neurons, N ∈ [1, . . . ,4] that produce the synergy activations named si

with N ∈ [1, . . . ,4] depending on the number of neurons. Neurons’ activation functions
( f = g) were chose between log sigmoid and tan sigmoid. The performance of all possible
autoencoders generated from these specifics were evaluated. In the design of the autoencoder
linear neurons were avoided because a linear autoencoder would have provided only a linear
transformation that would have been equivalent to Principle Components Analysis. The
output layer of every model had the same dimension as the input layer as a typical AE.
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A pre-processing phase composed of the following 4 steps was needed to prepare the
dataset of each subject: (1) outliers’ removal to remove some bad samples; (2) low-pass
filtering (0.01 Hz with Kaiser window) to remove the noise on the data, (3) segmentation of
the samples that encoded reaching phases, (4) normalization in joint angles’ range. The pre-
processed datasets were used to train, validate and test all autoencoders. The AE networks
have been implemented in MATLAB and trained using a gradient descent with momentum
and adaptive learning rate algorithm and considering 1000 training epochs. Given a train
set, the AE training was repeated 20 times with different initial weights. Then the best one
among the 20 AEs featuring the minimum correlation index among the synergy activations
was chosen. Such index was computed as the sum of the elements of the absolute upper
triangular matrix extracted by the correlation matrix of s1(t),...,sn(t). The multivariate R2

index and Normalized Root Mean Square Error (ERMS) were computed in order to evaluate
the synergy extraction performance of every model of autoencoder. The multivariate R2

index is the fraction of total variation accounted by the synergy reconstruction and then is an
indicator with ERMS of the goodness of reconstruction ability of the autoencoder.

Autoencoder vs PCA Since the autoencoders are typically used for dimensionality reduc-
tion, the designed autoencoders models were compared with the most used technique in
literature for kinematic synergies extraction, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [188].
PCA is a linear transformation that projects a set of multivariate data on a new orthonormal
coordinate system with unity vectors aligned with the directions of largest variance. These
vectors are so called Principal Components (PCs). Although the number of PCs is equal to
the number of variables often only the first few components are needed to explain most of
the variance of the data set [189]. It was applied PCA on dataset of each subject; cumulative
explained variance and Normalized ERMS by PCs were computed in order to compare the
PCA with Autoencoders.

2.2.2 Results

Encoding ability of nonlinear autoencoder models were evaluated and compared in terms of
the multivariate R2 index computed between the input joint angles dataset of each subject
(see Figure 2.9) and the reconstructed one and Normalized Reconstruction Error (ERMS) (see
Figure 2.10).

Table 2.2 report that 3 synergies were enough for describing the 0.942±0.013 (R2 index
of log sigmoid model) and 0.936±0.015 (R2 index of tan sigmoid model) of the movement
variance for the entire experiment with respectively a Normalized Reconstruction Error
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Figure 2.9 R2 index of Log sigmoid and Tan sigmoid AE models calculated for each subject.

(ERMS) of 0.05±0.011 and 0.053±0.012. They applied the PCA to the same dataset to extract
kinematic synergies with a linear transformation and calculated the Explained Variance %
and the Normalized Reconstruction Error (ERMS) of each principal component.

The results of PCA are reported in Figure 2.11 with cumulative explained Variance
percentage of PCs across the 3 subjects and Normalized Reconstruction Error (ERMS). They
show that 3 components are needed to represent task data; an index threshold of 90% variance
is enough.

Table 2.2 reports the performance comparison between autoencoder models and PCA in
term of mean of the Normalized explained variance (NEV) and mean Normalized Reconstruc-
tion Error on the three subjects. In order to have a fair comparison, the NEV percentage was
normalized in range 0-1 then it is a matter of fact that number of synergies are represented by
hidden neurons in autoencoders and principle components in PCA. The result shows how
nonlinear autoencoder models are accurate as PCA in term of reconstruction of the input
never overcoming it.

2.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions

The same complex reaching movement can be executed with several arm trajectories due
to the high redundancy of the arm skeletal system. This redundancy can be simplified into
kinematic synergies. Synergies from kinematics data of 12 different reaching movements
were extracted by means of nonlinear autoencoder obtaining accurate performances. Different
models of AE were investigated and evaluated with two metrics, R2 index and Normalized
ERMS. The results show that 3 synergies were enough for describing the 0.942±0.013 (R2
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Figure 2.10 Normalized Reconstruction Error of the two AE models calculated for each
subject.

Table 2.2 R2 of autoencoder models compared with Normalized Explained Variance of PCA.
Reconstruction Error (Normalized ERMS) of autoencoders models and PCA comparison.

#
Sy

n R2 /Normalized Expl Variance Normalized Rec Error (ERMS)
AE

(Log sigmoid)
AE

(Tan sigmoid)
PCA

AE
(Log sigmoid)

AE
(Tan sigmoid)

PCA

1 0.601±0.026 0.603±0.029 0.604±0.037 0.136±0.002 0.135±0.003 0.135±0.001

2 0.841±0.014 0.833±0.019 0.841±0.018 0.086±0.006 0.088±0.008 0.086±0.005

3 0.942±0.013 0.936±0.015 0.945±0.021 0.05±0.011 0.053±0.012 0.05±0.009

4 0.979±0.005 0.974±0.004 0.986±0.009 0.03±0.006 0.034±0.004 0.025±0.001

index of log sigmoid model) and 0.936±0.015 (R2 index of tan sigmoid model) of the
movement variance for the entire experiment with respectively a Normalized Reconstruction
Error (ERMS) of 0.05±0.011 and 0.053±0.012. The AE reconstruction ability was compared
with the PCA and results showed that the AE commit a low reconstruction error comparable
with PCA but never overcoming its performance. The PCA results show that 3 components
were enough for describing the 94.48 % ±2.1% of the movement variance for the entire task
with a reconstruction error of 0.05 ± 0.009. A linear transformation of the dataset was enough
to extract accurately synergies to describe the entire experiment. It is possible that nonlinear
autoencoders can have better performance that PCA for kinematic synergy extraction from
data of more complex movements with more than 5 joint angles tracked. More investigations
are needed. In the future works, the tracking system will be improved considering more
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Figure 2.11 Cumulative explained variance by PCs and Normalized Reconstruction Error of
PCA for each subject.

joint angles, virtual scenarios with involving complex movements will be implemented,
number of test subjects will be increased, other AE models will be investigated and they
will be used also for movement prediction. Furthermore, future studies will investigate the
use of synergies as performance index of the motor activity in neurodegenerative disorders
[190–194].

2.3 Vision-Based Hand Tool Tracking

The problem of the pose estimation of 3D objects, including the hand tool for allowing
autonomous manipulation [195], has been studied for years and is an open and debated
problem. The approaches that allow for high accuracies rely on a 3D model of the object
that has to be detected within a 3D point cloud [196]. However, such methods are time
consuming and may not be applicable due to the unavailability of the 3D model [196]. The
unstoppable rise of deep learning in recent years has pushed the pose estimation research out
of the the boundaries of classical computer vision techniques, and new approaches based
on deep neural networks have been exploited [197]. Novel methods require minimal human
intervention, improve the performance of 3D data-based approaches [198, 199] and, in some
cases, avoid the usage of 3D models for estimating the pose of an object [200, 201]. Even if
the problem has also been extended to the general situation of occluded objects, hand tool
pose estimation and tracking in the industrial environment during assembly and maintenance
procedures has not been extensively investigated.
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Detecting and tracking a tool handled by an operator performing an assembly or main-
tenance procedure is not easy, mainly because of the tool’s occlusion due to the operator’s
hands. The problem of hand tool pose estimation can be solved with a direct or indirect ap-
proach. In a direct approach, the tool is detected and then tracked using some robust features
that are visible even if it is occluded. In an indirect approach, body joints of the operator and
their hands are detected and tracked; the tool pose is derived assuming a unique handling
pose of the tool. In order to investigate both paradigms, four artificial vision-based systems
have been design, implemented and compared. Each developed system has been evaluated
with a set of experiments replicating real industrial scenarios, and their performances have
been compared to analyze the pros and cons according to the task properties. Even though
general methodologies are proposed, the developed systems have been tested with a specific
use case considering the estimation of the 3D position of a cordless power drill.

This study has the ambition to identify the best method(s) to integrate in the next cutting-
edge workstations for training and assessment in Industry 4.0. Such systems will be designed
with the following objectives:

• Training an operator on assembly and maintenance procedures with a recorded se-
quence of actions;

• Tracking an operator activity to validate each manual operation and certify the quality
of the job;

• Detecting risky actions and behaviors in time and alerting the operator;

• Ergonomics monitoring during the procedure for always proposing to the operator the
less stressful posture to perform the operations.

The main constraints of these solutions should be:

• Real-time execution;

• High accuracy.

The real-time execution is a key factor of a virtual guidance system because it has to
be ready to warn the operator as soon as possible when their safety is compromised, when
ergonomics guidelines are not respected [174, 202] or when the process is going to be
completed in the wrong way. On the other hand, a high level of accuracy is required to
control the operator’s movement in the assembling process to avoid errors.
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2.3.1 Materials and Methods

Systems for Hand Tool Tracking In this work, four different systems based on either
open-source or commercial solutions have been developed and compared:

1. The first system is a marker-based solution using the ArUco markers [203, 204];

2. The second system is based on a deep learning model engineered for 2D detection
problems and is called YOLO v4 [205, 206];

3. The third system is based on the Azure Kinect Body Tracking (AKBT) service [207,
208]

4. The fourth system considers the use of the OpenPose [209–212] library.

Each system has been designed to estimate a single interesting point of a hand-held tool,
even though three out of four systems have the intrinsic capability of estimating the entire
pose of the tool. It is worth citing that all four systems are based on RGBD camera, except
for the method based on Aruco, which does not need the depth information. For this reason,
the new Kinect Azure camera has been used either for acquiring RGBD data or estimating
the human skeleton configuration with the Microsoft SDK “Azure Kinect Body Tracking”.

ArUco-Based SYSTEM The system based on ArUco marker considers the possibility
of applying a 2D planar marker on the hand tool that must be always visible by a RGB
2D camera. The main benefit of this approach is that a single marker provides enough
correspondences to obtain the camera pose and, from that, a tracked object pose can be
derived. Once the position of the tracked tool’s point within the marker reference frame is
known, the path of such a point can be reconstructed by the marker frame pose. Such an
approach is the most invasive one since it considers the introduction of a new object, i.e., the
marker, within the scenario. The strength of this approach is that it can determine a robust 3D
pose estimation using a simple 2D camera and some printed markers, keeping computational
costs low and therefore saving hardware resources for other essential tasks. On the other
hand, it is an invasive way to track an object because markers have to be installed on it.
Furthermore, if the marker is not visible, it is not possible to detect the object and, as a
consequence, to establish the correct pose.

ArUco [203, 204] is a popular opensource library for detection of square fiducial markers
and camera pose estimation mostly used in augmented reality applications. An ArUco marker
is a synthetic square marker composed of a wide black border and an inner binary matrix
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that determines its identifier (id). The black border facilitates its fast detection in the image,
and the binary codification allows for its identification and the application of error detection
and correction techniques. The marker size determines the size of the internal matrix. For
instance, a marker size of 4×4 is composed of 16 bits. The ArUco decoding algorithm can
locate, decode and estimate the pose in realtime of any ArUco markers in the camera’s field
of view, as shown in Figure 2.12. It is based on the knowledge of the matrix encoded in the
square. Multiple matrices are encoded in a group of markers, identified in dictionaries. It is
possible to choose among several predefined dictionaries or by generating one yourself.

Figure 2.12 Example of ArUco markers pose estimation: (Left) three markers placed on a
desk in different poses; (Right) three markers placed on three different objects.

For the sake of simplicity, in this study, a wooden support for the power drill was realized
and three ArUco square markers with 5 cm side were stuck on it. Usage of a group of markers
was preferred to a single marker in order to provide a more robust pose estimation: a single
marker being visible but not recognized quickly in the scene, or not recognized at all because
of an occlusion, could occur. When more markers of the group are detected in the same
frame, only one marker’s pose needs to be chosen as reference for the power drill chuck pose
estimation. The area in pixels of a marker was used as selection criteria for the best marker
because it is a matter of fact that AruCo algorithms have better performance the bigger the
detected marker appears in the frame.

System Based on Deep Detection Model (YOLO) The system that uses a deep neural
network, i.e., YOLO, is based on two subsequent steps: (1) a deep neural network is trained
to localize within a 2D RGB image the specific tool’s area (or point) that has to be tracked,
and (2) the 3D position of the tracked tool’s point is estimated by computing the spacial
centroid of the point cloud underlying the ROI found in the previous step.
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You Only Look Once (YOLO) [205, 206] is a family of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) that achieve near state-of-the-art results with a single end-to-end model that can
perform object detection in real-time. Compared to the approach taken by previous object
detection algorithms, YOLO proposes the use of an end-to-end neural network that makes
predictions of bounding boxes and class probabilities all at once (Figure 2.13). Starting from
YOLO’s pre-trained models, it is possible to re-train the last layers to introduce new classes
that are not available in the original dataset to fit the object detector capabilities to new objects.
In the re-training process, it is also possible to tune settings of the net and to adjust accuracy
over performance, training time and batch iterations, choosing the best weight candidate.
YOLO’s performance has improved over time, starting from the v1 version. The original
YOLO v1 was born as the first object detection network to combine the problem of drawing
bounding boxes and identifying class labels in one end-to-end differentiable network. YOLO
v4 outperforms most of the other object detection models [213] by a significant margin,
keeping frame-rate high and making it the best opportunity to detect objects in real-time.

Figure 2.13 YOLO object detection output for office scene (from MTheiler, CC BY-SA 4.0,
via Wikimedia Commons).

In this study, YOLO was implemented in its fourth version. The last layers of the model
were re-trained to recognize the power drill chuck as a new class, and then the performance
of the model inference was evaluated. In order to train the model, a dataset consisting of 735
images was created. The images were acquired by Azure Kinect RGB camera with the power
drill in different poses, with heterogeneous light conditions and in different environments.
Considering the objective of study, the model was trained with images containing only the
particular power drill used for our experiment, leading the net to recognize only the chuck of
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this tool and not that of other power drills. Data augmentation was performed in order to
improve the performance of the model using flip upside-down, flip left-right, rotation and
Gaussian blur. The training process was based on transfer learning and the CNN model was
initialized with the weights retrieved from the GitHub page of YOLO v4 based on darknet
framework. The net was trained with images of 512x512 resolution and max batches set to
2000. The starting weights were obtained from the training on the COCO dataset, containing
80,000 images and 80 different object classes.

The trained model was able to recognize the power drill chunk in every frame of real-time
acquisition, returning the pixel coordinates x and y of the top-left corner of a box that contains
it, the width and the height of the box and the confidence as the probability that the object
was classified correctly. In order to estimate the 3D pose of the power drill chuck, the center
point (x,y) of the box returned by YOLO model was calculated and the 3D coordinates of
that point in the scene were computed by using the functions of Azure Kinect SDK.

System Based on Azure Kinect Body Tracking The system based on the Azure Kinect
Body Tracking exploits the 3D body configuration estimation performed by the AKBD SDK
of Microsoft. The system is based on the tracking of the upper link main segments to estimate
a specific tool’s point if the relative position of such a point, with respect to the hand reference
system, is known.

The Azure Kinect from Microsoft is a cutting-edge spatial computing developer kit with
sophisticated computer vision and speech models, advanced AI sensors and a range of power-
ful SDKs. It is equipped with several sensors in order to sense the surrounding environment;
the device integrates a 12-megapixel RGB camera supplemented by 1-megapixel depth cam-
era, a 360-degree seven-microphone array and an orientation sensor. The main modules of the
SDKs are the Sensor SDK and Body Tracking SDK. The first one is designed for the interface
with sensors and for managing data provided by them, automatically handling the problem of
RGB and depth camera data alignment; the Body Tracking SDK is based on a complex deep
learning model that supports body segmentation, human skeleton reconstruction, human body
instance recognition and body tracking in real-time. The model recognizes 31 joints of the
human body, each joint with its own reference system organized in a hierarchical structure,
as shown in Figure 2.14. The deep learning model is able to reconstruct the entire human
body model, where the higher the accuracy, the better the visibility of the body; the model
has a good tolerance to the occlusions only for the highest joints of the hierarchical structure.
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Figure 2.14 Azure Kinect Body Tracking detectable joints: (Left) joints with reference
systems; (Right) joints’ hierarchy.

Body Tracking SDK is able to detect and track all joints of a human body in the scene,
returning position and orientation (in quaternion form) for each of them [207, 208].

Intuitively, the kinect hand joints, i.e., n.8—left hand and n.15—right hand, should be
the most useful to estimate the power drill chunk pose. Unfortunately, several tests led to
exclude the above-mentioned joints because experimental trials proved the poor quality of
the orientation prediction. In fact, most of the time, the model predicted the power drill in
the scene as part of the hand of the operator. Thus, the joints of the wrists (n.7—left and
n.14 right) have been considered. The downside of this choice is that the tool pose changes
relative to the wrist flexion/extension, and wrist radial–ulnar deviation movements are not
considered.

System Based on OpenPose This system, like the one based on the AKBT, uses
the information of the operator upper limb pose to obtain the tool’s point position. In
detail, it relies on the 3D position of some hand’s keypoints. OpenPose [209–212] can
be considered as the state-of-the-art approach for real-time human pose estimation. It is
the first framework that can jointly detect human body, hand, facial and foot keypoints on
single images. OpenPose is a multi-stage CNN that uses a bottom-up approach to find every
instance of a key point and then attempts to assemble groups of key points into skeletons
of distinct humans. The deep learning OpenPose model is based on a CNN and follows a
precise pipeline: in the first step, the model computes confidence maps for every body part
detection; in the second part, it predicts part affinity fields (PAF) in order to associate every
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key point of every person in the frame; in the third step, bipartite matching is computed, so
a several-graph connection is evaluated in order to choose the best performing PAF; in the
last step, results are parsed and the skeleton is reconstructed. A confidence map is the 2D
representation of the belief that a particular body part can be located. A single body part
will be represented on a single map. Therefore, the number of maps is the same as the total
number of body parts, and is a number that depends on the dataset the model is trained on.
Instead, PAF is a set of 2D vector fields that encode the location and orientation of limbs
over the frame domain. The framework integrates three different trained models for body,
hands and face keypoint estimation. They return, respectively, 25 keypoints for the body,
21×2 keypoints for hands and 70 keypoints for the face (135 keypoints).

This study was focused on OpenPose capability to track up to twenty keypoints of the
hand, consisting of wrist, finger’s knuckles and phalanges. The adopted configuration for the
framework has the following characteristics: Body Network input size equal to 160×160,
Hands Net input size equal to 368× 368 and Face Net disabled. The keypoints are just
recognized in the 2D frame and the output is expressed in pixel coordinates within the image.
Hence, a registered 3D point cloud is used to obtain the 3D position of the keypoints.

Figure 2.15 OpenPose keypoints for the hand, where the ones used for the calculation are
highlighted. (Keypoint n.9) Middle finger knuckles; Keypoint n.0) wrist; (Keypoint n.17)
little finger knuckles.
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Three out of all detected keypoints of the hand have been considered to compute the
estimated hand’s pose (Figure 2.15):

• Keypoint n.0 (wrist);

• Keypoint n.9 (middle finger knuckles);

• Keypoint n.17 (little finger knuckles).

The reference frame of the operator’s hand was computed as follows. First, two vectors
are computed: one from the wrist point (kp0) to the middle finger knuckle point (v1) (Equa-
tion (2.2)) and one from the wrist point to the little finger knuckle point (v2) (Equation (2.3)).
The cross-product between v1 and v2 returns v3, as shown in Equation (2.4); it is an orthogo-
nal vector to v1 and v2 with a direction given by the right-hand rule outgoing from the back
of the hand. Then, it was possible to calculate the vector whose direction is toward the thumb
(v4) as cross-product between v1 and v3 (Equation (2.5)).

v1 = [kp9x − kp0x , kp9y − kp0y , kp9z − kp0z] (2.2)

v2 = [kp17x − kp0x , kp17y − kp0y , kp17z − kp0z] (2.3)

v3 = v1 × v2 (2.4)

v4 = v1 × v3 (2.5)

with
x ≡ v1 , y ≡ v3 , z ≡ v4 (2.6)

Calibration of the Proposed Systems All of the proposed methodologies consider the
estimation of the 3D position of a specific point of interest of the hand tool. The system based
on YOLO is the only one that directly estimate such a position. The other three systems are
based on the knowledge of the position (that can be considered fixed) of such a point with
respect to the estimated reference system. A specific calibration procedure is thus needed
to acquire the position of such a point that, in this work, has been experimentally found by
positioning the tool’s point (while it was hand-held by the operator) in correspondence of a
known position. However, other model-based techniques might be investigated.

Experimental Validation In order to evaluate and compare the proposed systems, it was
selected a specific scenario that considered an operator holding a cordless power drill; then,
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its mandrel was considered as the point of interest to be tracked. As will be deeply discussed
below, the pose of the power drill and the position of the mandrel were also acquired with an
accurate system in order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of each system.

Evaluation System Setup The experiment environment was set up with the Azure
Kinect positioned at approximately 1.8 m from the ground and two meters from a wall, tilted
15 degrees downwards with respect to the horizon. The distance of the operator from the
Kinect camera could be in a range between 0.80 m and 2 m, compatible with the range
defined in the official documentation of the device.

In order to evaluate the performance of the four frameworks under investigation, a highly
accurate tracking of the power drill chunk pose was needed as reference. The HTC Vive
(Figure 2.16) was selected as benchmark for the experiment since the precision of its tracking
technologies has been tested to be around RMS 1.5 mm, and its accuracy around RMS 1.9
mm [214–216].

The HTC Vive system is used for rendering 3D virtual reality and it is developed by HTC
in partnership with Valve. The headset (Figure 2.16—Top-left) uses room scale tracking
technology (Lighthouse, as shown in Figure 2.16—Middle) for virtual reality experiences that
allow users to freely move around a play area, accurately tracking the position and orientation
of the user’s head-mounted display and controllers, reflecting all real-life movement in the
VR simulation environment. The tracking is possible thanks to two infrared signals emitters
called base stations (Figure 2.16—Top-right) and special active sensors that cover the surface
of the headset, and controllers that intercept the infrared pulses can autonomously track
their own position and orientation in the workspace determined by the field of view of the
stations. The HTC Vive capabilities can be extended by means of small devices called Vive
trackers (Figure 2.16—Bottom) [217] that implement Lighthouse technology too. They allow
for a high degree of flexibility, making it possible to track items or body parts if correctly
configured [218].
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Figure 2.16 HTC Vive components: (Top-Left) the VR headset with a controller; (Top-
Right) front and rear of a base station; (Middle) Lighthouse tracking system setup; (Bottom)
a HTC Vive tracker with details scheme.

HTC Vive base stations were placed in the space between Azure Kinect, delimiting a
workspace that completely contained the field of view of the Kinect cameras to ensure the
operator movements were in a monitored space. An HTC Vive tracker was placed on the
power drill to track its pose. The position of the chunk with respect to the Vive tracker
reference frame was found using the calibration procedure described above. The power drill
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Vive tracker was installed by means of a wooden support (Figure 2.17—Right) designed for
the purpose.

Figure 2.17 (Left) The power drill used for the experiment. (Right) The wooden support
mounted on the power drill with ArUco markers and HTC Vive tracker installed.

It is worth noting that the position of the tool’s point of interest estimated by the proposed
system is referred to as the reference frame of the kinect camera. Since the accurate measure
of the power drill pose is with respect to the reference system of the HTC Vive, it is necessary
to know the relative pose between the two reference systems in order to compare the accurate
measure with the estimated one. Hence, a second Vive tracker was fixed on the Azure kinect
chassis by using a 3D-printed support (Figure 2.18). Such a support designed ad-hoc allowed
for the positioning of the Vive tracker with a well-known pose with respect to the camera
frame.

Figure 2.18 The support mounted on the Azure Kinect: (Left) the 3D model of the support;
(Right) the 3D-printed support mounted on the Azure Kinect with the HTC Vive tracker.
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Experiment Description In order to evaluate and compare the pose estimation perfor-
mance of the proposed systems, some experiments reproducing typical manual task performed
by a worker were conducted. As already reported, a power drill (Figure 2.17—Left) was
selected for the experiment because it is one of the most frequently used tools in industrial
assembly/disassembly procedures.

Three different scenarios have been designed:

• In the first scenario, the operator holds the power drill in static position on a workbench
(stationary position) (Figure 2.19—Left);

• In the second scenario, the operator follows a trajectory with the power drill on the platform,
keeping the speed of the movement low (slow-motion condition) (Figure 2.19—Right);

• In the last scenario, the previous trajectory is considered, but the speed was increased
(fast-motion condition).

For the second and third scenario, the trajectory was defined as a path from a starting
point A to another point B on a horizontal workbench. Two different velocities were
adopted for performing the same trajectory (approximately 4 cm/s for slow-motion condition;
approximately 8 cm/s for fast-motion condition). A vision feedback on a monitor was used
as a virtual reference to follow. Four users were involved in the experiment. Everyone was
asked to perform three trials in each condition, for a total amount of twelve trials.

The execution of all of the proposed systems was performed by a real-time C++ appli-
cation that both integrated all of the frameworks and synchronized the data acquired by the
HTC Vive system with the estimation positions computed by each system (Figure 2.20).
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Figure 2.19 A user performing a trial in (Left) stationary condition and (Right) slow-motion
condition.

Figure 2.20 Output of the application for a scene with a user holding the power drill.

The application ran on a computer with the following configuration: Intel i7-8750H,
GTX 1060 with 6 GB memory and 16 GB RAM. The frame per second (FPS) performance
for the frameworks on the machine was the following: YOLO 30+ FPS, AKBT 10 FPS,
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OpenPose 10 FPS and ArUco 30+ FPS. The leveling off of all the performances to the lowest
FPS (10 FPS) was required. The final performance of the application was under 10 FPS.

Evaluation Metrics The performance of each proposed methodology was evaluated
considering both the root mean square point to point distance (D. RMS) and the multivariate
R2 between the estimated and measured tool path. In particular, such metrics have been
independently computed for each trajectory of a trial. It is worth remembering that the tool’s
pose acquired by the HTC Vive system was considered as the measured pose.

The multivariate R2 index represents how much variability of the estimated path compo-
nents is explained by the variability of the measured path components. It is then a global
indicator of the goodness of the estimation. The R2 was computed as follows:

R2 = 1− SSE
SST

= 1− ∑C=X ,Y,Z ∑
N
k=1

⃦⃦
pathC(tk)− pathest

C (tk)
⃦⃦2

∑C=X ,Y,Z ∑
N
k=1

⃦⃦
pathC(tk)− pathC¯

⃦⃦2 (2.7)

where pathC(tk) is the value of the measured path component (on the X ,Y or Z axis) at the
specific sample time tk, pathest

C (tk) is the value of the estimated path component (on the X ,Y

or Z axis) at the specific sample time tk, SSE is the sum of the squared errors and SST is the
sum of the squared residuals from the mean pathC¯ .

Statistics For a deeper look into the difference in the methods, the Friedman test and
the Dunn’s pairwise post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction on root mean square point
to point distance (D. RMS) and multivariate R2 data were performed for each condition,
comparing the four methods. The significance level was set to 0.05. Non-parametric tests
were adopted since the assumptions underlying parametric tests resulted in being violated
for all sets of data. All the analyses were performed using the SPSS software (Version 21).
The correlation data of stationary condition were left out from this analysis, considering
it pointless to apply the test in that particular condition because its variability is already
explained by standard deviation previously calculated.

2.3.2 Results

For each trajectory estimated by the four proposed systems during the 12 trials, the root mean
square point to point distance (D. RMS) and the multivariate R2 (see Equation (2.7)) between
the measured and estimated trajectory were computed.
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The results obtained for the stationary, slow-motion and fast-motion conditions are
reported in Table 2.3, Table 2.4 and Table 2.5, respectively.

Table 2.3 Mean and standard deviation of root mean square point to point distance (D. RMS)
expressed in cm calculated on each trajectory for all methods (stationary condition).

Traj. # ArUco AKBT OpenPose YOLO

1 2.8 (0.4) 6.1 (1.0) 6.1 (0.4) 13.1 (0.5)
2 2.7 (0.4) 8.9 (0.9) 5.3 (0.2) 14.5 (0.4)
3 3.0 (0.4) 6.9 (2.3) 5.6 (0.2) 24.4 (0.5)
4 2.5 (0.5) 5.4 (1.2) 5.9 (0.2) 25.1 (0.4)
5 4.7 (0.1) 2.1 (1.5) 10.1 (0.7) 13.4 (0.1)
6 4.6 (0.8) 11.2 (1.6) 5.1 (0.8) 8.7 (0.4)
7 4.6 (0.9) 10.3 (1.0) 4.1 (0.4) 8.5 (0.3)
8 3.1 (1.3) 7.3 (0.4) 7.6 (0.2) 7.9 (0.1)
9 3.0 (1.0) 9.2 (0.7) 7.4 (0.2) 7.9 (0.1)

10 2.6 (0.4) 8.7 (0.2) 7.2 (0.1) 7.9 (0.1)
11 3.1 (0.3) 8.9 (0.3) 7.1 (0.1) 8.0 (0.1)
12 1.5 (0.1) 15.3 (0.4) 8.1 (0.2) 7.9 (0.1)

3.1 (1.0) 8.9 (3.8) 6.7 (1.6) 11.9 (6.1)

In order to compare the performance of the methods side by side in the three different
conditions, the results were represented in boxplot charts. This is a useful way to visualize
differences between groups and to quickly identify information, such as median and data
dispersion. The resulting boxplots are shown in Figures 2.21 and 2.22. Then, the Friedman
test and the Dunn’s pairwise post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction were performed on
the data to compare one-to-one the methods and to understand if their distributions were
significantly different (Tables 2.6 and 2.7).
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Table 2.4 Mean and standard deviation of root mean square point to point distance (D. RMS)
expressed in cm and multivariate R2 calculated on each trajectory for all methods (slow-
motion condition).

Traj.
#

ArUco AKBT OpenPose YOLO

D.
RMS

R2 D. RMS R2 D.
RMS

R2 D.
RMS

R2

1 7.0
(1.1)

0.99 20.6
(5.3)

0.98 11.2
(1.3)

0.99 14.7
(1.8)

0.99

2 9.0
(3.3)

0.99 23.1
(2.7)

0.97 12.4
(1.3)

0.99 11.6
(1.9)

0.99

3 8.2
(3.5)

0.99 20.0
(1.7)

0.98 11.1
(0.7)

0.99 12.1
(1.2)

0.99

4 9.8
(4.6)

0.99 22.4
(1.5)

0.97 12.6
(0.9)

0.99 13.4
(1.2)

0.99

5 5.0
(2.7)

0.99 18.3
(0.9)

0.92 9.1
(1.9)

0.98 13.4
(3.4)

0.96

6 6.2
(1.9)

0.99 27.5
(15.6)

0.84 10.0
(2.2)

0.98 15.7
(4.9)

0.95

7 9.0
(2.3)

0.98 13.1
(1.4)

0.97 10.7
(1.3)

0.98 12.5
(0.9)

0.97

8 9.7
(4.5)

0.98 15.0
(2.9)

0.97 6.8
(1.5)

0.99 14.9
(6.4)

0.96

9 11.0
(4.7)

0.98 14.1
(3.6)

0.97 6.6
(1.1)

0.99 18.5
(4.5)

0.95

10 8.9
(3.8)

0.98 12.3
(2.3)

0.97 8.1
(1.5)

0.98 13.4
(2.0)

0.97

11 7.4
(2.6)

0.99 31.6
(12.3)

0.83 7.3
(1.8)

0.99 13.0
(1.7)

0.97

12 4.6
(1.9)

0.99 26.9
(2.4)

0.75 8.3
(1.0)

0.97 9.8
(1.4)

0.96

M
(SD)

7.8
(2.0)

- 20.0
(6.1)

- 13.3
(2.4)

- 13.3
(2.3)

-
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Table 2.5 Mean and standard deviation of root mean square point to point distance (D. RMS)
expressed in cm and multivariate R2 calculated on each trajectory for all methods (fast-motion
condition).

Traj.
#

ArUco AKBT OpenPose YOLO

D.
RMS

R2 D. RMS R2 D.
RMS

R2 D. RMS R2

1 12.5
(6.3)

0.99 25.2
(3.3)

0.97 13.4
(1.8)

0.99 16.6
(2.8)

0.98

2 5.4
(1.7)

0.99 28.7
(1.2)

0.96 11.7
(0.9)

0.99 11.9
(1.1)

0.99

3 12.2
(4.7)

0.99 21.3
(3.1)

0.98 13.1
(2.0)

0.99 14.5
(1.6)

0.99

4 6.3
(1.9)

0.99 21.8
(2.4)

0.97 13.1
(1.8)

0.99 13.5
(2.4)

0.99

5 5.6
(1.0)

0.99 22.6
(0.9)

0.97 11.6
(0.5)

0.99 11.6
(1.7)

0.99

6 13.6
(8.5)

0.98 20.5
(2.9)

0.98 13.0
(1.7)

0.99 15.3
(2.4)

0.99

7 8.7
(6.1)

0.99 18.1
(6.5)

0.98 11.4
(1.6)

0.99 16.3
(4.5)

0.98

8 10.1
(4.0)

0.99 15.5
(5.0)

0.98 11.7
(1.8)

0.99 19.6
(10.1)

0.97

9 9.4
(4.2)

0.99 17.1
(5.6)

0.98 11.6
(1.3)

0.99 14.6
(1.7)

0.99

10 10.7
(6.5)

0.99 15.0
(2.7)

0.99 11.6
(1.4)

0.99 13.9
(2.2)

0.99

11 4.0
(0.6)

0.99 17.4
(4.3)

0.94 10.2
(0.6)

0.98 11.6
(1.8)

0.97

12 5.9
(2.8)

0.99 12.5
(5.4)

0.96 10.0
(0.7)

0.98 10.9
(2.3)

0.97

M
(SD)

8.7
(3.2)

- 19.6
(4.6)

- 11.8
(1.1)

- 14.2
(2.5)

-
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Table 2.6 p-values of root mean square point to point distance (D. RMS) Bonferroni-corrected
post hoc methods comparison for dynamic conditions. Significant results (p ≤ 0.05) are
highlighted in bold.

Pairwise Comparison Stationary Slow Fast

ArUco vs. YOLO <0.001 0.003 0.002
ArUco vs. AKBT <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

ArUco vs. OpenPose 0.09 1.00 0.492
YOLO vs. AKBT 1.00 0.772 0.492

YOLO vs. OpenPose 0.41 0.05 0.347
AKBT vs. OpenPose 0.201 <0.001 0.002

Table 2.7 p-values of multivariate R2 Bonferroni-corrected post hoc methods comparison for
dynamic conditions. Significant results (p ≤ 0.05) are highlighted in bold.

Pairwise Comparison Slow Fast

ArUco vs. YOLO 0.002 0.009
ArUco vs. AKBT <0.001 <0.001

ArUco vs. OpenPose 1.00 1.00
YOLO vs. AKBT 1.00 0.492

YOLO vs. OpenPose 0.037 0.106
AKBT vs. OpenPose <0.001 <0.001
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Figure 2.21 Box plots of root mean square point to point distance (D. RMS) expressed in
cm calculated for (a) stationary condition, (b) slow-motion condition and (c) fast-motion
condition.

The results show that, in all of the conditions, the ArUco method has a great performance.
Indeed, it shows a significantly lower root mean square point to point distance (D.RMS)
than AKBT and YOLO (stationary ArUco vs. YOLO: t-stat = −2.154, p <0.001; stationary
ArUco vs. AKBT: t-stat = −2.308, p <0.001; slow-motion ArUco vs. YOLO: t-stat = −1.769,
p = 0.003; slow-motion ArUco vs. AKBT: t-stat = −2.538, p <0.001; fast-motion ArUco
vs. YOLO: t-stat = −1.917, p = 0.002; fast-motion ArUco vs. AKBT: t-stat = −2.833,
p <0.001), but not OpenPose; the ArUco variability increases in dynamic conditions. In
addition, OpenPose obtained notable results, showing a significantly lower D.RMS than
AKBT and YOLO in the slow-motion condition (OpenPose vs. AKBT: t-stat = 2.077, p

<0.001; OpenPose vs. YOLO: t-stat = −1.308, p = 0.05) and only AKBT in the fast-motion
condition (t-stat = 1.917, p = 0.002). It appears to be the most reliable in terms of variability
compared to all of the methods. On the other hand, the multivariate R2 results (Figure 2.22,
Table 2.7) show that the ArUco performance is significantly better than YOLO and AKBT
(slow-motion ArUco vs. YOLO: t-stat = 1.846, p = 0.002; slow-motion ArUco vs. AKBT:
t-stat = 2.462, p <0.001; fast-motion ArUco vs. YOLO: t-stat = 1.667, p = 0.009; fast-motion
ArUco vs. AKBT: t-stat = 2.583, p <0.001) but is comparable with OpenPose in dynamic
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conditions, and also confirm the difference between OpenPose and Kinect (slow-motion
OpenPose vs. YOLO: t-stat = 1.385, p = 0.037; slow-motion OpenPose vs. AKBT: t-stat =
−2.0, p <0.001; fast-motion OpenPose vs. AKBT: t-stat = −2.167, p <0.001).

Figure 2.22 Box plots of multivariate R2 index values calculated for (a) stationary condition,
(b) slow-motion condition and (c) fast-motion condition.

2.3.3 Discussion and Conclusions

In order to evaluate and compare ArUco-, OpenPose-, YOLO- and AKBT-based methods, a
system composed of an Azure Kinect device, HTC Vive tracking system (the benchmark)
and an application with all of the frameworks in one was designed and runt on a computer
with this configuration: Intel I7-8750H, GTX 1060 with 6GB memory and 16 GB RAM.

The frame per second (FPS) performance for the frameworks on the machine were
the following: YOLO 30+ FPS, AKBT 10 FPS, OpenPose 10 FPS and ArUco 30+ FPS.
The leveling off of all performances to the lowest FPS (10 FPS) was required. The final
performance of the application was under 10 FPS because it was subjected to the overhead
of the post-processing phases and the simultaneous execution of the methods.

An experiment in which a user handling a power drill simulated three different conditions
during an assembly procedure was designed: holding the tool in a static position (stationary
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condition) and moving the tool at two different velocities (slow-motion condition, 4 cm/s,
and fast-motion condition, 8 cm/s).

The performance of the four methods has been evaluated on two metrics: the root mean
square point to point distance (D. RMS) and the multivariate R2 of a trajectory compared to
the benchmark system (HTC Vive tracking system).The results have been reported as boxplot
charts and a statistical analysis has been performed.

As reported in Figure 2.21, ArUco resulted in a very accurate method in the stationary
condition, showing a D. RMS lower than all the other methods and a low variability. The
slow-motion and fast-motion conditions boxplot charts (Figure 2.21) show that the better
accuracy of ArUco is also preserved in dynamic conditions, even if the variability increases,
becoming comparable with the one of OpenPose and YOLO for the slow-motion condition
and even being the worst overall for the fast-motion condition. The correlation boxplots in
Figure 2.22 confirm the same situations, and the ranking of the methods seems, globally, the
following: ArUco, OpenPose, YOLO, AKBT.

ArUco would be the most accurate of the frameworks because it implements a marker-
based technique, unlike the others. It confirms the results of other studies, such as [219].
Nevertheless, it is not enough, because an invasive method cannot be seriously considered
in a real industrial application; it is rarely accepted, for safety and ergonomics reasons, to
install markers on a hand tool and to handle it in a way that always keeps them visible.

Although OpenPose does not have the best performance in term of D. RMS, it could be
considered a valid framework for building a virtual guidance system; the low variability of
the D. RMS suggests it is a reliable method if the user can accept a D.RMS of around 10 cm.
Furthermore, its non-invasiveness and flexibility make OpenPose a brilliant option to adopt.
As a matter of fact, its performance is probably reduced by the limited hardware used for the
experiment; a network with a higher resolution should improve its performance.

YOLO v4 did not show an exceptional performance, but it has a good variability of
D.RMS for dynamic conditions. The main problem of the framework is that it requires
being retrained with many pictures of the hand tool under consideration (735 images were
used in this study) in order to make the model able to recognize the point/s of interest. This
framework would require a deeper investigation exploiting different points of interest for the
selected hand tool to be detected and considering a more effective reinforcement learning for
the DL model.

Azure Kinect Body tracking returned the worst results. It is certainly an innovative, com-
pact, lightweight and well-documented framework; its DL model capabilities and accuracy
improve with time thanks to continuous support from Microsoft. A study could be designed,
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in order to reinforce the model performance, on tracking some interesting points of the upper
limb for more accurately deriving the hand tool position.

In this study, a literature review and market research was conducted , looking for studies
and out-of-the-box solutions that proposed or implemented methodologies for hand tool
pose estimation during assembly and maintenance procedures in the industrial field. They
discovered that, even if there are plenty of studies concerning static and dynamic object pose
estimation in the literature, the problem of occluded hand tool pose estimation and tracking
in the industrial environment is not extensively investigated. Furthermore, it emerged that all
of the commercial solutions do not really implement algorithms that are able to accurately
track the pose of a tool partially occluded by the operator’s hands, but they roughly derive it
by the hand pose or by using color matching techniques.

For this reason,four of the most promising computer vision and deep learning frameworks
(ArUco, OpenPose, YOLO and AKBT) in the field were selected to evaluate their perfor-
mance in the task of industrial hand tool detection and pose estimation in real-time during an
assembly or maintenance procedure. Two different approaches have been considered: a direct
approach, in which the tool is directly detected and tracked using some robust features that
are visible, and an indirect approach, in which the body joints of the operator and their hands
are detected and tracked, and the tool pose is derived by considering the unique handling
pose of the tool. This study is the first that compares the performance of ArUco-, OpenPose-,
YOLO- and AKBT-based methods side by side in the task of occluded hand tool tracking.

In order to fairly compare these frameworks, the objective was redefined, reducing the
pose estimation problem to only 3D position estimation, because it is intuitive that a method
such as YOLO, which only returns a position estimation, requires being complemented with
another technique for orientation estimation. A complete pose estimation investigation is
worth a further study.

The results of the study suggests OpenPose is the most complete proposal, thanks to its
acceptable root mean square point to point distance, D. RMS (approximately 12cm) and
low variability in dynamic conditions, even when a limited network resolution is adopted.
This framework is worth a dedicated study in order to exploit all model capabilities in
extracting the information with a higher accuracy. OpenPose could be used to implement a
tool pose estimation module in a smart workstation for training and assessment. A system
designed with this feature would have a great impact in the automotive industry, especially
for critical procedures that require monitoring, with high accuracy, the movements of the
operator and the correct usage of hand tools for battery-pack assembling, engine repairing
and overhauling, glue smearing and adhesive and sealant application. Two more topics
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are worth of investistigation in future studies: the problem of complete pose estimation
(including orientation) and to conduct a deeper study on OpenPose, implementing a pose
estimation module based on it and evaluating the performance in experiments that simulate
procedures at different levels of complexity.

2.4 Toyota Proof-of-Concept: Maintenance Training Digi-
talization

During my PhD I had the luck to touch with my hands this culture spending 6 months as
Digitalization Engineer of Production Engineering Innovation(PEInno) division in the Toyota
Motor Europe Technical Centre (Bruxelles). As Digitalization Engineer, I was involved in
different projects related to the digitalization of processes to reduce the lead-time in vehicle
production. In particular, I became the responsible of a Proof-of-Concept project concerning
the Digitalization of Maintenance Training with enabling technologies.

The objective of this pilot project can be summarized as follows:

• Investigating AR/VR/MR based learning environments for maintenance training effi-
ciency/leadtime improvement;

• Reducing maintenance dojo (training rooms) investment for physical training assets;

• Finding the best way to have a clear visualization of maintenance skills mapping in all
the Toyota Manufacturing Plant in Europe.

The Toyota Production System is a production system that has been established based on
many years of continuous improvements, with the objective of "making the vehicles ordered
by customers in the quickest and most efficient way and deliver the vehicles as quickly as
possible". The Toyota Production System (TPS) is based on two concepts:

• JIDOKA (which can be loosely translated as "automation with a human touch") which
means that when a problem occurs, the equipment stops immediately, preventing
defective products from being produced;

• "Just-in-Time," in which each process produces only what is needed by the next process
in a continuous flow.

Based on the basic philosophies of jidoka and Just-in-Time, the TPS can efficiently
and quickly produce vehicles of sound quality, one at a time, that fully satisfy customer
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requirements. These concepts are part of one of the most important principle in the Toyota
culture that is Kaizen or continuos improvement. Kaizen is a daily process whose purpose is
the improvement of production efficiency through the humanization of the workplace:

• Designing the production line and the processes connected to it following the needs of
the Worker;

• The progressive elimination of heavy and / or repetitive work ("walls") with extensive
use of automated processes;

• Continuous training of personnel technological retraining processes and dedicated
learning stages;

• Staff training in the use of the scientific method to find and eliminate waste ("muda");

• The involvement and identification of personnel with the company vision.

According to the Kaizen approach, the humanization of the workplace, at the level and
involving any business process, leads to an increase in productivity: "the idea is to nourish
the human resources of the company by praising them and encouraging them to participate
in activities related to Quality[34]". The connection between this principle and Industry 4.0
is intuitive. Indeed, Toyota culture embraces many paradigms of Industry 4.0 even before the
trend spread.

2.4.1 Background

The trigger point of the pilot was the situation in Toyota Motor Manufacturing France
(TMMF). In this plant overtime and weekend productions were becoming were necessary
to catch back the planned volumes. So data were collected from the plant to investigate
the phenomen with a focus on the weld shop. It emerged that the Operation Production
Ratio (OPR) of the weld shop was lower than expected; in 2019 linestops were around
16825 min. The low OPR was directly connected to a long Mean Time to Repair (MMTR)
(average 5.6 min for robots). If a long MTTR for old generation robots breakdown were
mostly due to wear and tear and it could be beat only replacing them with new generation
ones, new generation robots MTTR were due to low maintenance skills for recovery. In
particular, Kawasaki BX robot series was investigated deeper considering that the 60% of the
robots adopted in TMMF were this kind and it’s a relative new generation. An screening on
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maintenance members of TMMF was conducted and it resulted that only 3 on 40 operators
were fully trained on all BX Series maintenance procedures.

Maintenance procedures of industrial robots are complex and require a large number
of training hours in classrooms and hands-on sessions. Furthermore, especially in times of
restrictions related to the pandemic, only a few trainees could access training on a physical
asset at the same time, and their availability was always a trade-off with production line
efficiency. Training all the operators of a plant in a reasonable lead-time is a huge challenge.
Indeed, a maintenance member usually reaches the expertise that makes him independent
in all the procedures in almost 10 years. This is really inefficient if you think a robot series
obsolescence in the shop is around 20 years.

A radical transformation of maintenance training approach was required to reduce the
lead-time and improve the efficiency of the plant, digitalization of the training experience
could be the solution.

2.4.2 Proof-of-Concept (POC)

A Proof-of-Concept project was design in order to develop and test the efficacy of an
interactive digital experience for training maintenance members and evaluating their learning.

The main requirements identified for the solution were the following:

• Reduce training leadtime (50%) "Train Anytime Anywhere Simultaneously";

• Easy to use (Smartphone/Tablet);

• Training without a trainer;

• Evaluating the trainee without a trainer;

• Reduce vendor support for equipment maintenance(-50%);

• Improve maintenance skill = Lower MTTR in production ( -5:10%);

• Increase reuse of maintenance instructions across Europe;

• Digital model (3D, Video & image) based learning to reduce language dependency;

• Training without physical assets;

• Organization know-how management through system based assessment.
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Figure 2.23 Evaluation of digitalization technologies comparing them to classical approaches.
The approach is evaluated (Green Circle) positive, (Yellow Triangle) partially positive,
(Red Cross) negative based on the criteria.

In order to digitalize the training experience in a comfortable solution, enabling tech-
nologies AR, VR and MR ( 2.1.3) were investigated and evaluated based on the following
criteria:

• 3D Data necessity;

• Interactivity;

• Evaluation/Progress tracking;

• Easy to edit.

The results are summarized in the cross-table of Figure 2.23.
AR and MR were selected as effective technology for an interactive maintenance training

platform. Mobile devices and tablets were selected as target devices.
BX robot series was selected as Use Case of the POC. The 5 most occurring maintenance

procedures were chosen as the maintenance training experiences to be digitalized.
After all, POC specs with details about the experience requirements, technology to adopt

and the Use Case were drawn up.
POC specs were issued to 6 identified vendors of digital solutions, some big players on

the panorama and some small companies. All the vendors returned a quotation for developing
the solutions and details about licensing model. Only four of them were selected for the POC.
Each vendor was engaged to implement a different combination of 3 procedures on 5 of BX
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robot series in AR. Furthermore, two vendors implemented also 1 additional procedure in
MR for HoloLens 2 headset.

All the vendors designed and developed their solutions under the guide of TME, a
constant interaction between TME responsible of the project and them was the key of a
satisfying result from all vendors. The development required almost 3 months.

2.4.3 Evaluation of POC Output

In order to select the best solution among the ones provided by the vendors, two different
levels of evaluation were performed:

• PEInno Evaluation - to evaluate the solution against the PEInno initial requirements;

• EMCs Evaluation - to evaluate the effectiveness of the solution in the plants.

PEInno Evaluation The output of the POC was evaluated by the members of PE Innovation
division. A set of KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) with a scoring system was defined in
order to evaluate each solution against the others. The KPI were grouped in three macro-
categories and they can be summarized as follows:

• COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS

Completeness - the Vendor has completed XX% of all the Use Cases assigned;

Supportability – the solution can be used on both iOS and Android devices;

Data Compatibility – the solution supports Catia, Creo, JT.

• UTILITY

Usability - the solution is easy to use and implement the common best practices of
software Usability;

Learning/ Evaluation Effectiveness - the solution is effective for the maintenance
training and the evaluation of what learnt.

• FUTURE BUSINESS

Maintainability – the solution admit the update of manuals by Toyota Members.

Sustainability of the Solution – the solution is reasonable in term of deployment
and running costs.

Interoperability – the solution support PLM platform connection
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Figure 2.24 The first page of the questionnaire dispensed to the testers for evaluating the
POC solutions.

After the evaluation in PEInno division, Vendor 3 and Vendor 4 solutions obtained the
best scores.

EMCs Evaluation The ouput of the POC was evaluated by maintenance operators and
trainers across all Toyota Europe Manufacturing plants. A sub group of maintenance operators
with all levels of experience and trainers in all Toyota Euope Manufacturing plants (France,
Turkey, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, Russia) were selected to take part in the evaluation
process. All of them were trained on the basics of each solution through some demonstrations
and video tutorials. A different set of KPIs was identified in this case and a questionnaire
(Figure 2.24) with a scoring system was generated as a friendly method for the testers to
submit their evaluation of the solutions.
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The testers evaluated the solutions in a 4 weeks evaluation window, Vendor 4 solution
obtained the best score from the EMCs. At the end, Vendor 3 and Vendor 4 were selected for
a discussion about potential future business.

2.4.4 Conclusions

As responsible of the POC on Maintenance Training Digitalization, I took part and contributed
in all stages of the projects that can be organized in two big sections: Strategy and Budget
Approval, POC Execution.

Concerning the Strategy and Budget Approval my contributions can be summarized as
follows:

• TMMF problem investigation, data collection and analysis;

• solution design and specs definition;

• technologies evaluation;

• vendors engagement and evaluation;

• business value analysis;

• Ringi (POC Budget Approval request) preparation, presentation and submission.

Instead during the POC Execution my activities were the following:

• vendors agreement;

• Hardware procurement;

• POC execution scheduling definition and agreement;

• weekly review meetings with each vendor;

• stackholders collaboration management;

• vendors output testing and feedback;

• evaluation KPIs definition and sharing;

• vendors output presentation to the panel of maintenance operators and trainers across
all Toyota plants.
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During my visiting period at Toyota Motor Europe I was a strong contributor in setting
the direction for future of Maintenance training in EMC’s. My previous experience and
knowledge and deep analysis of Customer needs helped to define a beneficial approach
towards digital maintenance training. I followed a logical approach to breakdown the
problem, evaluate the solutions and propose an approach that is more suited and manageable
in the given scenario. I positively received the feedback from various stakeholders during
the budget approval process and refined the strategy to ensure the required budgets were
signed off and the project kicked off in a timely manner. Corporate experience contributed to
connect my research results around Industry 4.0 approaches to the concrete needs of a real
industry made by humans.



Chapter 3

Enabling Technologies for Healthcare 4.0

3.1 State of the Art

This chapter describes the paradigms of Healthcare 4.0 focusing on the usage of enabling
technologies for develop new rehabilitation protocols.

3.1.1 Introduction

Healthcare 4.0 [220, 221] is a newly coined concept that is developed from Industry 4.0.,
which represents the fourth manufacturing revolution. Ultimately the concept lies around
smart machines that get access to large amounts of data, which allows them to make decisions
without human involvement. Many aspects make up Industry 4.0. Cloud computing, Big Data,
Internet of Things, various forms of wireless Internet and 5G technologies, cryptography, the
usage of semantic database design, Augmented Reality and Content-Based Image Retrieval
are all part of the Industry 4.0 Standard. These technologies are now at the heart of the
so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0), which sees the digital, physical, and
biological worlds converge. When it comes to Healthcare 4.0, it refers to a wide range of
possibilities for using Industry 4.0 technologies to improve healthcare as it lays out a new
and innovative vision for the health sector. The objective is to provide patients with better,
more value-added, and more cost-effective healthcare services while also improving the
industry’s efficacy and efficiency. Healthcare is one of the most anticipated areas in the 4.0
revolution to achieve great results. Today’s industry is more computerised than in previous
decades, with x-rays and magnetic resonance imaging giving way to computed tomography
and ultrasound scans, as well as electronic medical data. As Healthcare 4.0 enhances the
healthcare experience, it successfully improves the quality, flexibility, productivity, cost-
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effectiveness, and dependability of healthcare services [222]. The Internet of Health Things,
medical Cyber-Physical Systems, health cloud, health fog, big data analytics, machine
learning, blockchain, and smart algorithms are all integrated and used. There are some
limitations, however, to keep in mind. Building and using healthcare software that matches
the Healthcare 4.0 paradigm is doable, but a difficult and time-consuming task and often
requires niche specialists. The focus of the thesis is the design and development of innovative
rehabilitation approaches for movevement disorders using enabling technologies derived by
Industry 4.0.

3.1.2 Upper Limb Rehabilitation with Myo-control and Synergies

The ability to reach, manipulate, and interact with objects has always been a fundamental
ability of humans that has defined their survival and ingenuity. It has been shown that in the
majority of stroke patients upper limbs are more severely involved than lower limbs, as most
strokes occur in the territory of the middle cerebral artery [223]. In fact, it is estimated that
up to 80% of stroke survivors have upper limb impairment early after stroke [224–226], with
just a small percentage of patients demonstrating complete functional recovery at 6 months
post-stroke [227]. Apparently, stroke sub-type could significantly determine the outcome
of the recovery [227] leading to mismatches with previous studies, regarding differences
between upper and lower limb lesions. In some cases, like impairments deriving from anterior
circulation ischemic stroke, the severity of motor impairment and patterns of motor recovery
were similar for the upper and lower extremities [228], while other circulation infarcts
could advantage lower limb recovery. Generally, upper limb rehabilitation trials, designed
to improve recovery rates, have been unsuccessful and, as a result, the burden of upper
limb impairment after stroke remains high [229, 230]. Nevertheless, rehabilitation robotics
appeared as a breakthrough in trials design, thickening the overall complexity of rehabilitation
platforms but promising much better results, under the aegis of a greater involvement,
assistance, and continuous motor functions assessment. The way patients interact with
the robotic device is of crucial importance, as many research teams constantly pursue the
way of a natural and intuitive human-machine interface. Several robot control strategies
have been developed, and the one most appropriate to implement strongly depends on
patients’ residual motor capabilities. These strategies range from being impedance/admittance
based, to adaptive control techniques, to exploiting bio-signals [231]. In the latter case,
electromyographic and electroencephalographic (EEG) signals can be used to intercept the
patients’ intention of movement even when residual motor activity is low. EMG-based and
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EEG-based strategies can be built on top of an intuitive and natural interaction scheme. The
latter greatly suffer the scarce reliability of electroencephalographic signals as a control
input and thus struggle to achieve decent performances for clinical or commercial use. EMG
signals, however, have been successfully employed in prostheses control and as a biofeedback
provider for years. In addition, these same signals could be used to extract co-contraction
patterns and muscle synergies, as useful tools for both motor functions assessment and
control generalizing modules. Currently, with the help of machine learning it is possible
to build functional model-free strategies, simpler than more complex neuromusculoskeletal
models, that can be used to estimate motion intentions. Nevertheless, to increase the usability
and usefulness of such systems, models should be able to generalize in various poses of upper
limbs without requiring strenuous and long-lasting training sessions. This aspect comes from
the mean available time for one-to-one patient therapy, and from the overall complexity of
use of said clinical systems, concurrently reducing the accessibility costs of rehabilitation.
Moreover, therapists should be free to design exercises without being limited by system’s
constraints, thus avoiding the risk of skipping on using the technology altogether [232]. In
this chapter, it’s described the main contributions of EMG-based control systems to the
field, and highlighting how the myo-controller can be used to estimate users’ hand force
on the horizontal plane in different upper limb poses. Furthermore, it is presented a way to
optimize the myo-control by reducing the recorded muscles without affecting the estimation
performance. In the context of using muscles synergies in both control and assessment
schemes, both usages have been investigated, as well as an alternative way to extract them
using machine learning techniques.

The literature is disseminated with robot control schemes based on electromyography
both for rehabilitation and prostheses control purposes. The main advantage of these systems
is the ability to decode the movement intention, building a control signal for supporting that
movement in the right direction and with the correct intensity. Invasive and non-invasive
methods exist to register and action these signals through the measurement of descending
driving signals either directly from the muscle fiber with needle electrodes or attaching
adhesive electrodes on the skin surface. In the latter case, the measured signal is also called
“surface EMG” or, simply, sEMG and aims at monitoring the electrical activity of more fibers
on the targeted muscle. Since rehabilitation therapies are, generally, long lasting processes
that cover several weeks, non-invasive measurements are preferable, also considering the
discomfort caused by the motor impairment itself. When dealing with individuals with low
muscular activity, the trade-off between robot support and the involvement in the required
task, is of crucial importance. As mentioned in the introduction, in fact, the ‘assistance-as-
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Figure 3.1 Motor units components. Each muscle is a hierarchical structure, organized in
concentric bundles, and its inner layer (fiber) gets innervated by the motor neuron.

needed’ paradigm takes place and several studies have been conducted trying to find a control
signal based on the users’ effort or muscular activity. In this paragraph it will be presented
an overview of the state-of-the-art EMG-based systems, and it will also be highlighted how
some limitations have led to further studies in the field of myo-controllers.

3.1.2.1 The biomechanics of movement

The generation of movements in humans is the macroscopic result of a complex series of bio-
chemicals phenomena that originate in the primary motor cortex of the brain and terminate on
a muscle fiber. The intention of movement triggers electrical impulses that travel through the
spinal cord down to peripheral nerves, made by a motor neuron and its axons, that innervate
a set of muscular fibers. This nervous structure together with the targeted fibers compose a
motor unit (MU, ??).
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The macroscopic movement (e.g. of a limb) is the result of multiple contractions of mus-
cles fibers, that start with a depolarization wave, caused by the release of sodium molecules
when the impulse hits the fiber (action potential), and ends with micro-shifts between myosin
and actin proteins. Contractions can occur with the shortening (concentric) or the stretching
(eccentric) of fibers, or with no modifications to the fiber length (isometric). Invasive elec-
tromyography aims at precisely understanding the behavior of a particular fiber, by directly
measuring the variations in electric potential on the fiber. Surface electromyography aims at
measuring the sum of action potentials that elicit in a wider region of the skin, targeted by
the electrode, and it is called motor unit action potential. sEMG signals are composed by
a “train” of these impulses that can have a negative or positive amplitude. The raw sEMG
signal cannot be used in a control scheme and it generally undergoes a series of processing
operations for the extraction of the informative content.

Features and processing of electromyographic signals sEMG signals amplitude de-
pends on the specific muscle tone and transversal section, and it ranges in the ±5000 µV
interval. The power spectrum of these signals typically covers a 6-500 Hz band, usually
reaching a peak between 20-150 Hz: spectrum features change according to muscle fatigue
conditions, enriching low-frequency components due to the recruiting of the biggest motor
units. Also, sEMG signals’ features strongly depend on the way these are acquired, and
several operations are needed for a correct acquisition. “Surface ElectroMyography for the
Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles” (SENIAM) project designed a standardized procedure
for the electrodes positioning, maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio [233]. Following signal
acquisition, the pre-processing phase takes place for the extraction of the muscle activation
profile. As SENIAM project outlined the operations prior to signal measurement, “ISEK
Standards for Reporting EMG Data” designed EMG signal processing guidelines. First, any
DC offset or low frequency noise should be removed from raw EMG signals. This filtering
stage could be either hardware or software and it is usually composed by a 20/30Hz-500Hz
band-pass filter and by a 50Hz notch filter. After that, signals can be rectified by taking
the absolute value of each temporal sample. Finally, it is applied a normalization and a
low-pass (also called envelope) filtering. The rectified EMG signal normalization is achieved
by dividing its value by the peak of rectified EMG values, obtained during the maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC). The low-pass filtering (1-10 Hz) is applied by using a 2nd
or higher order filter and it is used to include the lowpass filtering effect of the muscle, due
to muscle force being a low frequency signal. At this point, the sEMG could additionally
undergo two more operations that characterize the actual contraction process: the activation
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dynamics and the non-linearization. The former includes in a single equation the actual delay
that elapses between the action potential elicitation and the contraction start, that is typically
very short (10 ms) but could get up to 150 ms in certain conditions [234], and the 2-nd order
model of the twitch generation dynamics [235, 236]:

u(t) = αe(t −d)−β1u(t −1)−β2u(t −2) (3.1)

where d represents the electromechanical delay, e(t) the processed sEMG signal, u(t) the
so-called neural activation, and α , beta1 and beta2 the coefficients. These parameters should
be set under the following constraints:

1. β1 = γ1 + γ2;

2. β2 = γ1 * γ2;

3. |γ1| < 1;

4. |γ2| < 1;

5. α - β1 - β2 = 1.

Non-Linearization occurs in the event of high-amplitude muscle activations to overcome
the non-linear variation in force, generated by muscle contraction, with sEMG. Several
studies proposed a non-linear contribution [237–241] given by the following equation:

a(t) =
eAu(t)−1

eA −1
(3.2)

with the A parameter, that assumes negative values, that regulates the non-linearity effect
on the neural activation u(t).

3.1.2.2 EMG-based control strategies

Electromyography has been in use since 1960 to control external devices and dozens of
different control strategies have been developed, always pursuing something useful to be de-
livered for clinical uses. Electromyography can be used as a triggering command for actuated
rehabilitation systems or under the paradigm of a “simultaneous and proportional control”
(SPC). In SPC-based systems the EMG measures are continuously fed into the torques/forces
estimation process rather than triggering a pre-defined actuation after reaching a threshold
on the muscular activation. Currently, very few platforms have been successfully tested
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in a clinical environment, mostly still being at the laboratory stage with healthy subjects.
EMG-based systems can be mainly categorized in two groups: model-based and model-
free systems. Model-based approaches comprise of kinematics models, musculoskeletal
models, or dynamic models while model-free systems utilize artificial intelligence methods,
such as neural network, regression models and factorization algorithms [242]. Model-based
algorithms are usually more complex and accurate than model-free systems and, concur-
rently, require a time-consuming calibration procedure, also bringing a higher computational
cost. Kinematics models mainly aims at finding parameters such as positions, orientations,
velocities, and accelerations. They employ forward and inverse kinematics, together with
the dynamic modeling of upper limbs, and they determine torques or forces by considering
the weight and force of the limb as an input to a function of inertia, Coriolis, centrifugal,
and gravity vectors [243–248]. Neuromusculoskeletal models instead aims at computing
the muscle force by using a muscle contraction model. For example, Huxley-type models
employ a complex set of differential equations that need a numerical integration [249–251],
gradually replaced by Hills-type models, being simpler and with a lower computational
cost and representing a good solution for real-time upper limb torques/forces estimators
[252–255, 255, 256]. Model-free algorithms try to bypass the muscle contraction dynamics
modeling, building an input/output relation using machine learning techniques. Usually,
these algorithms require training/validation phases and rely on generalization capabilities for
estimating upper limb muscles torques/forces in unknown conditions. Model-free algorithms
have been extensively used in two main applications: patterns or motions classifiers and
continuous torques/forces estimators. In the former case, machine learning techniques are
employed in training these systems to recognize a finite set of limb or hand poses, using
several time-domain or frequency-domain EMG features. In this context, there are many
examples of applications with neural networks, linear discriminant analysis, support vector
machines, random forest, PCA and hybrid techniques [257–265]. In the latter case, the
goal is estimating limbs or fingers torques/forces in every moment, extracting, the same
features from EMG signals. The scope of such systems is much broader than the previous
ones, since they would allow for a continuous support, if coupled with an end-effector robot
or exoskeleton, or even driving a prosthesis. Also in this case, neural networks have been
used for estimating joint torques in dynamic conditions [266–269], as well as neuro-fuzzy
controllers, proportional controllers, linear, and non-linear regressions [270–275, 275–277].
These systems build the control signal on time-domain features like mean absolute average
or root mean square of a pre-defined time window. Also frequency-domain features have
been extensively used for the same objectives, mostly concerning the median frequency or
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Figure 3.2 End-effector robots (a) vs exoskeletons (b).

mean frequency, extracted from the signal power spectrum. Under the paradigm of SPC
systems, most of continuous torque/force estimators are suitable for rehabilitation systems.
The therapist can, thus, design several task-oriented movements (e.g. reach and grasp),
having a robotic system that continuously support patients’ movements, as much as needed
for regaining limbs motor control.

Myo-controller in clinical rehabilitation platforms Robotic systems are used in various
medical disciplines and different highly specialized applications, for example, in the field
of minimally invasive surgery [278]. In addition, clinical use of robots in the rehabilitation
field has produced a few examples of robust and intuitive systems, suitable to be involved in
large-scale trials. Most systems have been evaluated in laboratory environments only, leaving
the robotics rehabilitation efficacy not fully understood. Starting from the 1990s, among
robotic devices, two main types have been tested in clinical environments: end-effector
robots and exoskeletons [279].

End-effector type devices are simple in structure, easily adjustable as they are attached
to only one point to the patient’s limb during therapy, mostly allowing only planar motion.
Furthermore, end-effector robots have relatively lower cost compared to exoskeletons, and
they have hit the market sooner making them the first rehabilitation robots prototypes. Several
platforms have been delivered in clinics, obtaining significant motor recovery outcomes with
reference to traditional therapies, without aforementioned natural control strategies [280–
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289]. They generally employ force-feedbacks or torque controls and automatized exercises
without the constant intervention of a therapist. A very limited set of these systems has
been tested in clinical trials on stroke subjects with EMG-based control strategies, aiming
at the recovery of upper extremities’ motor functions. MIT-MANUS device is an example
of end-effector robots with a simple EMG-threshold actuation method, supporting planar
motion of patients’ paretic limb (3.3). Several clinical studies have been conducted using
commercial versions of MIT-MANUS, mostly revealing the overall efficacy of robot-aided
rehabilitation [290–293].

Upper extremities exoskeletons, on the other hand, started to spread in the first years of
the new century, as a new standard for assistive platforms. The advantage of such mechanisms
is that they follow the kinematic structure of human limbs, allowing for a coherent support of
all anatomical articulations and, thus, granting a joint-specific measurement. Also in this case,
a few examples of effective rehabilitation sessions with these devices exist, with the rest of
them still exploiting control strategies that are not based on myoelectric controls [294–297].
The Hand of Hope is a rare example of EMG-driven exoskeleton in which electromyography
is an active part of the control scheme and not only a way of supplying bio-feedbacks to users.
The Hand of Hope has been effectively tested with stroke survivors, showing significant
improvements with reference to standard rehabilitation therapies [298, 299].

Limitations The aforementioned overview is a sample of past and present devices and
of control strategies in the state of the art. It also highlights important gaps between what
happens in lab environments and what is commercially and clinically available, with regards
to myo-controlled robots. In particular, the reader can notice how patterns classification
algorithms have limited usefulness, especially if framed in clinical trial conditions, since
they do not allow for the planning of an exercise framework thus limiting the freedom of
the intervention of therapists. Except for EMG-based hand training devices, myo-controlled
integrated multi-DoF exoskeleton systems still struggle to appear on the market or in intensive
care programs, failing to show significant benefits in clinical trials. The reason for this lag in
adoption may rely on the intrinsic difficulty in managing both the highly redundant human
arm kinematics and the intention of movement, by only employing simple strategies based
on muscular activations. As showed in previous paragraphs, model-based algorithms are
complex and difficult to calibrate, suggesting that model-free techniques would be easier
to deploy. Even if there is evidence that robotic interventions improve upper limb motor
scores and strength, these improvements are often not transferred to performance of ADLs
[300]. One of the biggest studies on robotics rehabilitation efficacy, conducted by Albert
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Figure 3.3 Stroke Inpatient during therapy at the Burke Rehabilitation Hospital (White Plains,
NY). Therapy is being conducted with a commercial version of MIT-MANUS (Interactive
Motion Technologies, Inc., Cambridge, MA).

Lo et al., showed greater improvements on long-term therapies if myo-controlled robotics
rehabilitation was carried on, rather than with traditional care programs [301]. However,
no significant differences were found when analyzing performances at 12 weeks. Training
sessions were divided in single-DoF sub-sessions, significantly extending the duration of any
therapy, being less intuitive for the patient and for the therapist, and not suitable for home
therapies. Also in another study, robot-aided sessions outcome did not show any significant
difference compared to unassisted reaching practice, suggesting that future studies should
carefully control the amount of voluntary movement practice delivered to justify the use of
robotic forces [302]. The MIT-MANUS example suggests that EMG-driven systems could
bring great benefits, to patients with low residual muscle activity, however further efforts are
needed, to build more standardized platforms and tailored protocols, alleviating as much as
possible the burden of technology off the therapists. In a recent article, Krebs et al. asserted
that “there is no magic bullet in rehabilitation” and each patient and lesion is unique in stroke
rehabilitation, so there is no reason to believe that a one-size-fits-all optimal treatment exists
[303]. To improve current upper limb rehabilitation techniques multi-DoF, SPC EMG-driven
platforms can be suitable, adding the advantage of a bio-inspired kinematic of exoskeletons
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and, thus, delivering a compact and functional device, adaptable to customized protocols
within clinical and home therapies, easily interfaceable with serious games.

3.1.2.3 Muscle synergies

A preponderant issue of motor control is the way the central nervous system (CNS) gen-
erates the muscle activity to perform such a wide variety of tasks. The complexity of the
musculoskeletal apparatus allows for a dexterous and redundant approach to most of the
behaviors but also makes the control problem challenging. Muscle synergies, coherent
activations, in space or time, of a group of muscles, have been proposed as building blocks
that could simplify the construction of motor behaviors [304]. Since motor control and
stroke are strictly related, in the last years the concept of muscle synergies has landed in the
rehabilitation robotics field, specifically enriching myo-control features or existing motor
functions assessment tools. In this paragraph an overview of the muscle synergies theory
will be presented and how they have been used in the last years in robots control schemes
or assessment tools. Moreover, an innovative synergies extraction algorithm, based on au-
toencoders networks, will be described, also highlighting how the informative content of
synergies can be specialized involving data coming from the performed task.

Synergy derives from the Greek word “συνεργία” or “συνέργεια” composed by “σύν”
that means “together” and “ἔργω”, “work, act”. Muscle synergy, in brief, is a concurrent
activation of different muscle groups with the aim of accomplishing a task. Synergies have
been theorized as motor primitives exploited by the CNS to simplify the control of many
muscle fibers and to compute a solution for the intrinsic musculoskeletal system redundancy.
In other words, synergies have been hypothesized as atomic components of a CNS modular
organization for motor control. Evidence has been found after experiments with frogs, cats
and monkeys supporting the existence of such “modules” during recurrent or instinctive
behaviors [305–312]. Experiments with humans revealed recurrent patterns in muscular
activations during repetitive tasks like walking [312–315], cycling [314–316], balance or
postural control and reaching [317–321]. All these clues indicate that muscle synergies show
up in conditions that are well-known by the brain and with a particular need for performance
and efficiency. Nevertheless, many studies hypothesized that synergies features may reflect
task biomechanical constraints rather than the underlying neural strategies of motor control
[322? –325]. In any case, the muscle synergy hypothesis still struggles to be proven or
falsified. Meanwhile, muscle synergies have been used in several applications, mainly as
components in synergy-based control schemes and markers of cortical damages in motor
control assessment [326–331]. Nevertheless, clinical usage of synergies only conceives
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Figure 3.4 Muscle activities result from a combination of a few activation signals mediated
by muscle synergies.

them from the point of view of identifying abnormal patterns of movement, comparing them
with healthy subjects [332–335], without involving them in an integrated platform with a
real-time synergy-task mapping. This aspect still represents a limitation in the context of
synergy-based myo-control schemes.

Synergy models Practical synergy implementations have been proposed following three
models: spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal synergies. Each model involves a different
way of combining these building blocks together, to obtain, as a macroscopic output, a
limb motion. Spatial synergies, also called time-invariant or synchronous synergies, are
muscular activation patterns that are all activated at the same time, with different coefficients
or contributions ??.

m(t) =
N

∑
i=1

wi · ci(t)+ εres (3.3)

with N as the number of samples, m(t) as the multi-channel input of muscular activation
signals, wi the spatial pattern vector, ci the pattern coefficient or weight and εres the residual
decomposition error. Spatial synergies have been often used as the simplest method to
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represent synergies starting from EMG signals [305, 310]. Temporal synergies are objects
that vary over time and they can be obtained through a temporal decomposition as follows:

mm(t) =
N

∑
i=1

cm,i · si(t)+ εres (3.4)

where si represents the i-th temporal synergy that is combined with the others using fixed
coefficients, to reconstruct the m-th channel of the input. Temporal components based on this
definition have been identified in kinematic [334, 335], dynamic [336] and EMG [337, 338]
space. A more complex model includes potential activation delays of such temporal synergies,
that could be different muscle by muscle:

mm(t) =
N

∑
i=1

cm,i · si(t − τm,i)+ εres (3.5)

Where taum,i is the delay time of the i-th synergy.
The last synergy type, called spatiotemporal or time-varying synergies, has been proposed

to model muscle activation components that are invariant in both, space and time [188, 339].
Similarly to the more complex "temporal model" version, for each synergy additional tempo-
ral delays are admitted. On this base, the following model (referred to as "spatiotemporal
decomposition") is described by the following equation:

m(t) =
N

∑
i=1

ci ·wi(t − τi)+ εres (3.6)

The time-varying synergies and the corresponding weights have typically been assumed
to be non-negative [304].

Extraction and visualization of synergies Moving the synergies model to a practical
computational application, the issue of identifying motor primitives has been addressed and
discussed in several experimental contexts. Mostly, synergies have been extracted from a
set of EMG signals, recorded from multiple muscles of either upper or lower limbs while
performing tasks like walking, reaching or movements of a selected set of degrees of freedom.
Since the electromyogram does not include information about the number and features of
synergies, their extraction only relies on the supplied dataset. This issue, known as blind
source separation, has been mainly addressed with four algorithms: principal component
analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA), independent component analysis (ICA), and non-
negative matrix factorization (NNMF or NMF). Each factorization method makes a different
assumption regarding the variance of input data and employs a different algorithm to extract
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muscle synergies [340]. The NNMF algorithm is implemented using the multiplicative
update rule based on Euclidian distance objective function, gradient descent and least square
methods, and can be applied to both Gaussian and non-Gaussian datasets. PCA extracts the
muscle synergies that best describe the data variance while minimizing the covariance of
the basis vectors (i.e. muscle synergy weights), and it works best with Gaussian distributed
datasets. ICA is designed to deal with non-Gaussian variation in datasets and finds basis
vectors (i.e. muscle synergy weights) that maximize the absolute value of the fourth moment
of the data (i.e. kurtosis). Similar to PCA, FA employs eigenvalue decomposition to produce
eigenvectors (i.e. muscle synergy weights) of the covariance matrix. Each algorithm allows
for the decomposition of the input signal with a certain residual error. In order to evaluate the
performance of a factorization or component analysis algorithm, two indexes are recurrent in
literature [188]: the coefficient of determination (R2) and the variance accounted for (VAF).
Both metrics measure the amount of data variation “explained” by the synergies model. The
VAF is computed as follows:

VAF = 1− SSE
SST

= 1− ∑S ∑
kS
k=1 ∥ mS(tk)−mr

S(tk) ∥2

∑S ∑
kS
k=1 ∥ mS(tk) ∥2

(3.7)

while the R2 is:

R2 = 1− SSE
SST

= 1− ∑S ∑
kS
k=1 ∥ mS(tk)−mr

S(tk) ∥2

∑S ∑
kS
k=1 ∥ mS(tk)− m̄ ∥2

(3.8)

where SSE represents the sum of the squared errors, and SST is the sum of the squared
residual from the mean activation vector m̄ , i.e., the total variation multiplied by the
total number of samples K = ∑S kS. The higher the values of these indexes, the better
resulting synergies can describe the input signal. Although all these algorithms have been
extensively used with the same aim, several studies assessed that the NMF algorithm is better
in reconstructing the probability distribution of muscle activation patterns, also potentially
digging into actual physiological outcomes thanks to the non-negativity constraints on both
weights and spatial/temporal patterns [340, 341]. In the case of spatial synergies, given
the time-invariant property, it is common to highlight how each muscle contribute to each
synergy and, thus, to detect abnormal co-contractions patterns. Two main way of visualizing
synergies have been employed in literature, one plotting the contribution of each muscle
through bars, the other plotting polygons on a radar or spider plot ??.
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Figure 3.5 Two different ways of visualizing synergies.On the left, an example of synergies
depicted with bars in which every row represents a channel or DoF and the bar length is
associated to a certain weight. On the right, an example of synergies depicted with radar
plots in which each vertex corresponds to a channel or DoF and the length of each colored
polygon (i.e. synergy) segment is associated to a certain weight.

3.1.3 Parkinson’s Disease Rehabilitation

3.1.3.1 Physiopathology and Risk Factors

Parkinson’s disease is mainly characterized by a progressive degeneration of dopaminergic
neurons in the "sub stantia nigra", with consequent decrease and limitation of motor functions;
however, the presence of non-motor symptoms suggests the implication of other sections
of the brain in the degenerative process. The triggering causes of this process are not
yet fully understood, so the disease is still considered idiopathic; however, two relevant
hypotheses concerning the pathogenesis of the disease, not necessarily exclusive, are reported
by literature. The first hypothesis suggests the "misfolding" and aggregation of proteins as
the main protagonists of the dopaminergic neurons cell death in the "substantia nigra pars
compacta" (SNpc); indeed, these proteins can be neurotoxic and cause damage to cells if the
body is not able to recognize and degrade them. A second hypothesis argues instead that the
cause of such degeneration is to be found in mitochondrial dysfunction and the consequent
oxidative stress: an increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or their defective
removal can lead to interactions with nucleic acids, proteins and lipids, causing cellular
damage; since dopamine metabolism (DA) makes dopaminergic neurons for the production
of ROS, such neurons may be more vulnerable and susceptible to oxidative stress [342]. In
addition to the substantial loss of neurons, from 30% to 70% when the motor symptoms
are evident, which particularly affects the pars compacta of the sub stantia nigra, another
distinctive pathological element of Parkinson’s disease is the presence of the so-called Lewy
bodies (LBs). Lewy bodies are cytoplasmic aggregates of proteins composed of a circular
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body surrounded by fibrils, arranged radially and with a diameter varying between 7 and 15
nm; these agglomerates are found mainly within dopaminergic neurons in the sub stantia nigra
and are composed for the most of insoluble synuclein, as filaments, in combination with a
series of proteins among which ubiquitin is present, responsible for the "targeting" of proteins
to be eliminated. The mechanisms that lead to synuclein aggregation are not completely clear,
however the literature suggests that an incorrect functioning of the ubiquitin-proteasome
system (UPS), a system that deals with intercellular proteolysis by removing unnecessary
proteins to cells, leads to an abnormal aggregation of proteins, including the synuclein
[343][344]. In addition to age, a factor that strongly influences the incidence of the disease,
ethnicity and gender, specialists believe that the disease may be the result of a network
that includes other factors, such as environmental pollution and genetic predisposition. In
particular, the incidence of the disease is associated with exposure to pesticides, herbicides
and heavy metals. Indeed, some studies have shown that a great exposure to substances
such as rotenone and paraquat, respectively a pesticide and a herbicide, increases by 70%
the incidence of the disease over the following 10-20 years. Concerning genetic factors,
several studies show that familiarity, the presence of a first-degree relative with Parkinson’s
disease, increases the risk of pathology, mostly at an early stage [345]; specifically, it is
estimated that more than 5% of patients are affected by a form of PD, so-called "juvenile"
due to Mendelian inheritance. This theory is sustained by the identification of 23 genes,
called PARK, whose mutation is strongly related to the pathology; among the most relevant
is the mutation of the synuclein gene, which can lead to an autosomal dominant form of
PD through point mutation, duplication or tripling of the gene, mutations that are however
relatively rare; instead, the mutation with the greater risk is the one of the GBA1 gene that
encodes the - glucocerebrosidase. The literature also reports the presence of "protective"
factors, which seem to reduce the risk of contracting Parkinson’s disease. One of these is
being cigarette smoker, a factor that decreases the risk of PD by 39%, probably thanks to the
presence of nicotine, which stimulates the release of dopamine and activates neuroprotective
receptors against dopaminergic neurons. Another factor that decreases the risk of pathology
is caffeine, which, being an antagonist of the adenosine A receptor, also has a receptor that
regulates oxygen consumption in the myocardium and blood flow in the coronary arteries.

3.1.3.2 Symptons

Parkinson’s disease is primarily classified as a movement disorder. The main symptoms
are therefore mainly motor and are due to the constant and progressive loss of dopamine
within the neurons; the most frequent motor characteristics are commonly grouped under
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Figure 3.6 Localization of the dopaminergic system within the human brain.

the term parkinsonism, which includes bradykinesia, resting tremor, stiffness and postural
instability [346]. However, in several cases there are a series of non-motor symptoms, some
of which often precede the diagnosis and in some cases constitute a fundamental element for
the development of the latter, whose severity increases with the prolongation of the disease
and which contribute to increasing the level of disability and reducing the patient’s quality
of life. Unfortunately, non-motor symptoms are often misinterpreted or not recognized as
related to the disease resulting in a lack of adequate treatment [347–349].

Motor Symptoms Bradykinesia: it is the typical motor sign and the most easily recogniz-
able of Parkinson’s disease. Bradykinesia consists of a slowness in the patient’s movements,
a result of dopaminergic decrease within the motor cortex. This slowness is reflected on the
patient difficulty of starting activities and performing tasks that are sequential or require very
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fine motor control (such as the use of tools) [348]. This symptom can be evaluated by asking
the patient to do fast and wide repetitive movements (open and close a hand, tap the indent
and thumb, or beat a foot on the ground) and observing the occurrence of speed or amplitude
loss [347].

Resting tremor: it is an involuntary and oscillatory movement, whose frequency is
between 4 and 6 Hz, which is usually evident in distal parts of the extremities of the body,
such as hands and feet, but can also be present in the lips, chin or jaw. This tremor is called
"resting" as it tends to fade when the patient starts movements and actions and then recovers
after a few seconds. There are different types of tremor present in the disease, such as
flexion-extension of the fingers or adduction-abduction, however the most characteristic is
the "pill-rolling", a kind of rubbing of the thumb and index finger of the hand. Tremor is
present in 75% of patients during the course of the disease, however this sign may decrease
in advanced stages [347, 348].

Stiffness: this symptom consists of an increase in muscle tone and resistance to passive
movements; it can involve the neck, shoulders, hips and wrists and causes the patient to feel
tense. Stiffness is one of the main symptoms of the disease, found in most patients, and is
often associated with pain in the affected areas [347].

Postural and gait instability: it is a common sign especially in the advanced stages
of the disease and is the main cause of falls, along with walk freezing. The instability is
mainly due to the loss of postural reflexes; this sign leads to an impairment of balance, with
consequent difficulty in walking and daily activities, and leads the patient to assume a bowed
posture [349]. The walk of the patient suffering from Parkinson’s disease becomes slow and
creeping, the swinging movements of the arms are lost, and changing direction becomes
slow and difficult. In some cases, finally, the normal walk can be interrupted by events such
as festination, in which the patient undergoes an acceleration of the walk by performing a
rapid succession of small steps, or by the freezing of the gait (FOG), during which the patient
undergoes a motor blockage, especially in the presence of obstacles or directional changes.
In order to assess postural and gait instability the doctor observes the patient’s walking in
narrow corridors and passages; in addition, a particular evaluation method called pull test is
used, which consists in a strong and decisive push at the level of the patient’s shoulders in
order to evaluate the postural response [346].

The patient may eventually experience other motor symptoms: problems with handwrit-
ing, such as micrography (reduction of written characters) or difficulty in accurately grasping
small objects.
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3.1.3.3 Pyshiokinetic Therapeutic treatments

While stiffness, tremor and akinesia are often treatable through the use of medications,
other symptoms such as speech disorders or complex disorders of walking and balance are
much less susceptible to medical treatment. Dopamine-resistant deficits are also becoming
increasingly prominent in advanced stages of the disease and significantly alter mobility,
participation and quality of life [350]. In the motor circuit of the basal ganglia, the afferents
from the motor regions of the cortex end on the striatum, which also receives dopaminergic
innervation from the compact part of the sub stantia nigra: the inhibitory projections of
the striatum end later on the external and internal segments of the globus pallidus and the
inhibitory outputs of the internal segment of the globus pallidus it has been hypothesized
that they have two distinct functions: the focused selection of the desired movement and
the inhibition of competitive movements [351]. In Parkinson’s patients, these functions
are not activated following an abnormal transport from the basal ganglia to the thalamus,
thus preventing the facilitation of the desired movement [352]. Following short strength
training, significant gains in maximal strength production occur and it is hypothesized that
it is neuronal adaptations responsible for this improvement [353]. Studies carried out on
Parkinson’s patients have found that physical therapy interventions can also improve not
only muscle strength but also flexibility and balance [354], while the most immediate effects
include an improvement in motor performance and cognitive and functional skills [355].
Exercise has also been shown to lead to a reduction in the mortality rate in individuals
with Parkinson’s disease and although modestly, to have a protective effect for the risk of
developing the disease. Aerobic training in particular reduces motor symptoms and improves
physical fitness [356]. Regular aerobic exercise has in fact beneficial effects on the frontal
region as it mediates executive functions, increases brain volume, induces the production
of neurotrophic factors that benefit glutamatergic neurons which in turn improve learning
and neural function. It also has angiogenic effects, promotes neuroplasticity and improves
cognitive function especially in executive processes [357]. An interesting study was carried
out by Tanaka in 2009: the study lasted 6 months and which included 20 elderly people with
Parkinson’s disease, patients were distributed in 2 groups. The first group participated in a
multimodal aerobic exercise program while the second carried out the usual daily routines
without participating in any regular exercise program. The study demonstrated a significant
interaction (p<0.05) between physical training and the executive function of participants
in multimodal training sessions [358]. The results of this study therefore indicated that a
generalized exercise program lasting 6 months may benefit the executive functions of older
people with Parkinson’s disease. These benefits also play an important role in the degree of
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independence, autonomy and quality of life of this population and one of the physical activity
interventions recommended by the existing literature is the use of the snare drum, which can
also act as a source of external education, setting the type of walking and strengthening the
neuronal circuits that contribute to the mode of walking. However, complications due to the
importance of safety have been detected when snare carpet training is prescribed at the home
of the sick. Deficits in postural control in patients with Parkinson’s disease can instead be
positively influenced by bio-feedback training based on dynamic balance [359]. The study
group of fractures of osteoporotic origin also found that low levels of densitometry in the
hip and spine are associated with Parkinson’s disease, regardless of physical activity and
neuromuscular function. The authors of this study argue, the reduction of the risk of fratture
in people with Parkinson’s, through physical training with the aim of reducing bone loss and
promoting the favorable increase of bone substance [360]. With regard to the evidence-based
recommendations on the use of physiotherapy in Parkinson’s disease, with main areas of
treatment such as walking, balancing, transfers (e.g. turning over the bed or getting up
from a chair), the act of grasping objects, there were no differences between patients who
received traditional physiotherapy or Parkinson’s specific physiotherapy, because there are
still a small number of operators specialized in the disease and if specialized they have
still carried out only a few weeks of training and need further experience in the field of the
disease [361]. Patients with Parkinson’s disease should still resume or continue exercise as
long as possible. Occupational and speech therapy, used to preserve speech and swallowing,
are instead prescribed and practiced not only to improve motor functions and activities of
daily life, but also to avoid the onset and aggravation of symptoms that place patients at
risk of early death such as dysphagia [362]. Psycho-dynamic psychological therapies or
cognitive-behavioral ones are also often recommended to Parkinson’s patients and their
care-givers, with the aim of providing them with costructive support in dealing with the
diagnosis and course of the disease [363].

3.1.3.4 Gait Analysis

The gait analysis represents the study of locomotion, in particular the walking of the man; it
is fundamental in the management of all those pathologies that afflict the locomotor system.
Walking includes a whole series of voluntary movements that are the result of underlying
processes involving the brain, spine, peripheral nerves, muscles, bones and joints. At the
base of the study of walking there is the conjunction of three different disciplines: anatomy,
physiology and biomechanics [364].
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The study of walking is preliminarily a non-invasive technique that allows, by studying
a series of parameters related to gait, to evaluate different functional or non-functional
limits. It is applicable to different pathologies that develop in different areas of medicine
with particular attention to neurological, orthopedic, orthopedictraumatological pathologies
or attributable to different traumas such as spinal injuries that then become the exclusive
competence of the physiatrist specialist. For example, applied to this concept, the role of
the physiatrist specialist is precisely to improve the patient’s gait and ability to move. The
physiatrist deals with disability and how to deal with it. Walking allows to evaluate the
severity of a pathology, evaluate the follow-up and / or the effectiveness of the drug therapy
administered, evaluate the physical rehabilitation of the patient and also allows to create a
pharmacological and physical rehabilitation plan personalized on the patient and modifiable
depending on the response of the patient during the acquisition procedure. Depending on the
purpose for which the gait analysis is intended, some specific parameters are selected. In
particular, these can be grouped into four macro-categories:

• Kinematics: everything related to positions in space, velocity accelerations

• Dynamic: everything about forces and moments

• Electromyographic: everything related to the muscular response to stimuli

• Spatio-temporal: everything related to the step, its duration and frequency.

Process and equipment A typical gait analysis laboratory has several cameras (RGB
or infrared) placed around a walkway or treadmill, which are connected to a computer.
The patient has markers located at various parts of the body (eg. Iliac spines of the pelvis,
malleolus of the ankle and condyles of the knee) or groups of markers applied to the middle of
the limbs. The patient walks along the walkway or treadmill and the computer calculates the
trajectory of each marker in three dimensions. A model is applied to calculate the movement
of the underlying bones. This provides a complete breakdown of the movement of each
joint. The common method is to use the Helen Hayes Hospital’s set of markers, in which a
total of 15 markers are attached to the lower body. The 15 markers movements are analyzed
analytically and provide an angular movement of each joint. In order to calculate the kinetics
of gait patterns, most laboratories have floor-mounted load transducers, also known as force
platforms, that measure forces and moments of reaction, including intensity, direction, and
position. The spatial distribution of forces can be measured with pedobarographic equipment.
Adding this to the known dynamics of each segment of the body, one obtains the solution
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of equations based on the Newton-Euler equations of motion that allow the calculation of
the net forces and the net moments of force around each joint at any stage of the gait cycle.
The computational method for this is known as inverse dynamics. This use of kinetics,
however, does not allow to obtain information for individual muscles but for muscle groups,
such as extensors or flexors of the limb. In order to detect the activity and contribution of
individual muscles to movement it is necessary to study the electrical activity of the muscles.
Many labs also use surface electrodes attached to the skin to detect the electrical activity or
electromyogram (EMG) of muscles. In this way it is possible to study the response times
of the muscles and, to a certain extent, the extent of their activation, thus evaluating their
contribution to walking. Deviations from normal kinematic, kinetic or EMG patterns are
used to diagnose specific pathologies, predict the results of treatments or determine the
effectiveness of physiotherapy programs.

Phases of the gait cycle The support phase includes four subphases related to the events of
response loading, intermediate position, terminal position, pre-oscillation. The oscillation
phase includes three subphases related to the of initial oscillation, average oscillation, terminal
oscillation. The initial contact takes place while the left foot is still on the ground and there is
a period of double support; the oscillation phase involves a period of single right support that
ends with the initial contact of the left foot, there is then another period of double support.
This is followed by a single support of the left foot that corresponds to the oscillation of the
foot right. The cycle ends with the next initiatory contact.

The first two phases involve a very important process of weight transfer and management
which in turn includes three large studies related to the analysis of walking that allow to
identify different disorders and dysfunctions that are shock absorption, initial stability of the
limb and preservation of progression.

The gait cycle can be broken in seven steps:

• In the initial contact phase the foot has a contact with the floor that involves only the
heel, the hip is flexed, the knee extended and the ankle in a neutral position. The other
limb is located in the terminal position.

• In step two, a transfer of weight to the forelimb takes place. The flexed position of the
knee and ankle allow shock absorption and avoid the impact between the foot and the
floor. The opposite limb is in the pre-oscillation phase. Together phase one and two
represent the period of "double stance".
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Figure 3.7 Represantation of the gait cycle.

• In phase three there is the extension of the knee and hip while the ankle undergoes a
bending back, which allows the advancement on the stationary foot. The secondary
foot, on the other hand, is reaching the medium oscillation phase. This phase ends
with the alignment of the weight above the forefoot.

• In the fourth phase the heel rises and advances while the other limb is in terminal
oscillation. This phase ends when the other foot rests on the floor. Phases three and
four constitute what is called "single limb support" which provides, in fact, that one of
the two limbs fully supports the weight both on the sagittal plane, and coronal during
the progression.

• In phase five the second limb is in contact with the ground. The reference limb
undergoes plantar flexion, knee flexion and hip extension. It is a phase of release and
transfer of weight that allows the secondary limb to be free to start the oscillation
phase.

• In phase six one foot lifts and advances thanks to a flexion of the hip and knee, the
other limb and in mid stance.

• In phase seven there is a further bending of the hip that allows an advance of the
weight line; the other limb is in the late mid stance phase . This phase ends when
the oscillating limb moves forward in a vertical weight alignment on the tibia • In the
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eighth and final phase the primary limb has completed the advancement while the other
limb is in the terminal position [365].

3.1.3.5 Rehabilitation with cueing technique

The human brain has the ability to integrate, filter and prioritize a range of information and
sensations from the outside world and, combining them with previous experiences, is able to
create a unique perception. This is a process that takes place continuously and automatically
in order to generate adaptive responses about your body and your surroundings. Sensory
stimuli also have a great relevance in the perception of oneself and the surrounding world and
guide and modify the action that is about to be performed. The integration of visual stimuli,
tactile information, and proprioceptive information play a critical role in how we perceive
our body, how we manage movement, and how we interact with the outside world [366].
Initially, the researchers focused on the effects of auditory-motor stimuli aimed at improving
sports performance, improving personalized training and improving and speeding up the
rehabilitation of sports injuries. Thanks to the support of the discipline of neuroimaging it has
been shown that there is an activation of the premotor ventral cortex both during movement
and when listening to the noise produced by the walk itself. This has led more and more
specialists to experiment with auditory stimuli for the treatment or rehabilitation of the most
disparate pathologies with particular attention to neurological pathologies. In addition to the
sounds coming from the walk itself, other surrounding minor sounds, of which you are not
always aware, can also affect the movement. As widely discussed, the parkinsonian patient
care approach is an approach that to have maximum effectiveness must be multidisciplinary
and as personalized as possible and studied on the needs of the individual patient [367].
Hence the need to support different types of rehabilitation including:

• Endurance Training;

• Mobilization of limbs;

• Stretching;

• Treadmill training;

• Emotional activation;

• Motivational activation;

• Cues.
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Figure 3.8 Classification of auditory cues.

Sensory cues technique The rehabilitation of the Parkinsonian patient, according to Morris,
includes three macrophases:

• Phase 1: in which the patient is taught a series of movement incentive techniques
(cognitive strategies);

• Phase 2: in which the management of musculoskeletal sequelae takes place;

• Phase 3: in which the patient is encouraged to carry out motor activities, such as to
prevent secondary disorders.

The first phase includes the use of the cues technique. Using auditory cues means giving
the patient audio stimuli [355]. These can be of different types; they can come from the
body itself, be produced by the same walk or include slight natural sounds or they can be
artificially provoked sounds. Hence the distinction in naturalistic and non-naturalistic as
shown in the figure below.

The technique of auditory cues allows to activate alternative motor pathways such as
visuo-motor or reticulo-spinal. It can be used in different modes depending on how many
sound stimuli are reproduced and how often [352]. This allows to stimulate the patient at
different times of the walking phase and in different ways; in particular:

1. one of cue: consists of using individual auditory stimuli. This mode allows to stimulate
the patient in the phase of incentive to the movement. For example, it can be useful in
the initial stages of lifting from a chair or at the stage when the patient wants to start
the walk.
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2. rhytmic recurrent cue: repeated series of auditory stimuli sent at a certain frequency to
stimulate the patient to maintain a rhythm in the act of walking. It has been shown that
the frequency of the suon (e.g. the sound of a metronome) has a fundamental relevance
[368]. The ideal frequency is slightly higher than the step frequency of the individual
patient. On the contrary, using excessive frequencies generates the opposite effect.

The use of these techniques individually or in a combined manner has a number of
advantages, including greater responsiveness to the start and a rhythmicization of the step.
Greater benefits are then obtained by using a combination of cues with intentional tools, for
example by introducing verbal instructions (as a metaphor for the voice of the physiotherapist
who follows the patient). The opposite effect occurs when the patient is prompted to perform
multiple tasks at the same time [369]. The parameters that are most affected are:

• step cadence;

• step velocity;

• steps length;

• number of total steps.

In particular, there is a reduction in the number of steps in the literature in favor of an
improvement in terms of the width of the length of the step. The use of recurrent cues
produces a constant cadence of the step [370]. As highlighted by the neurologist and
emerged during registration, there are still variables that cannot be controlled within the
study; among these certainly must be counted the variable emotionality and psychological
factors. In addition, many patients also have a cognitive deficit that does not allow the
administration of the cues.

The first insight of autoencoder architecture on electromyographic signals is based on
the application of an undercomplete autoencoder to extract spatial muscle synergies. The
presented bio-inspired autoencoder topology (Section 3.2) has been trained to extract muscles
synergies from EMG signals of the main upper-limb muscles, acquired during isometric
reaching tasks. The extracted synergy activations have been also used to estimate the
moments applied to the shoulder and elbow articulations. The experimental results were
compared with the standard NNMF algorithm used in muscle synergy extraction. A second
application (Section 3.3), starting from the results of the first one, make use of a customised
autoencoder-based neural model able to extract the muscle synergy patterns simultaneously
considering the performance in the task space (i.e., estimation of moments/forces exerted
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Figure 3.9 The experimental set-up. The subject that is wearing the upper limb L-Exos
exoskeleton (A). The virtual environment showing the cursor and the target sphere (B). The
surface EMG electrode placement (C).

by the human upper limb). Specifically, the model builds its synergy code considering both
the EMG signals reconstruction performance and the estimation quality of the upper limb
moments computed as a linear combination of the synergy activation signals, thus allowing
a task-oriented synergy extraction. The creation of a more complex model is due to the
assumption that a direct integration of task-space constraints in the algorithm used to extract
the synergies, could produce a better task-space variable estimation, thus leading to a new
class of optimized myo-controllers and, perhaps, providing a deeper understanding of the
hypothetical modularity of the central nervous system and its relationship with the motor
learning.

Part of this chapter has been published in international conferences and journals [371–
374].

For the research purpose analysed in this section, two dataset have been considered.The
first study involved six healthy subjects, while the second extends the first with a larger
number of participant (nine right-handed healthy subjects, age 27.7± 4.9 years, weight
74.1±9.1 kg). The experiments were conducted in accordance with the WMA Declaration
of Helsinki and all subjects provided written consent to participate.
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The setup was designed for measuring the subject upper-limb muscle EMG signals and
forces exerted at the hand level during a set of isometric contractions (Figure 3.9). An
electromechanical upper-limb exoskeleton, designed for upper-limb rehabilitation, namely
L-Exos, was used for acquiring the interaction force between the subject’s hand and the
exoskeleton’s cylindrical handle featuring a triaxial force sensor. The L-Exos has been
designed as a wearable haptic interface, capable of providing a controllable force at the
center of user’s right hand palm, oriented along any direction of the space [375]. The
L-Exos has four actuated DOFs for supporting elbow and shoulder movements: shoulder
adduction/abduction; shoulder flexion/extension; shoulder internal/external rotation; elbow
flexion/extension, and one passive DOF used for measuring the wrist pronosupination angle.
All the motors of the exoskeleton have been located on the fixed frame. For each actuated
DOF, the torque is delivered from the motor to the corresponding joint by means of steel
cables and a reduction gear integrated at the joint axis. All actuated joints are driven with a
proportional-derivative control strategy with gravity compensation. The force sensor readings
have been then used to estimate the articulation moments.

Concerning the EMG acquisition system, two bio-signals amplifiers (g.USBamp, gTec,
Austria) were included in the setup to record the activity of 13 muscle heads: biceps short
head, biceps long head, brachioradial, triceps long head, triceps lateral head, deltoid anterior
head, deltoid posterior head, trapezius, pectoralis major, teres major, infraspinatus, latissimus
dorsi and rhomboid. Disposable Ag/AgCl surface electrodes were placed by following the
SENIAM1 recommendations, after a skin cleaning process, and the ground electrode attached
to the right elbow. All the surface EMG signals were acquired at 1200Hz sampling frequency
and filtered by the amplifier with a 5−500Hz band-pass filter and a 50Hz notch filter.

In order to make a more intuitive and easy experimental session, the subject was immersed
in a virtual environment (VE) by wearing a head mounted display (Oculus Rift HMD, Oculus)
to receive visual feedback. The force sensor measurements, VE signals and EMG data were
synchronized on a Master PC (Figure 3.10), featuring Microsoft Windows 10 (64 bit), Intel
i7 1.6 GHz, 8 Gb RAM and Matlab (Release 2018b). The Master PC has been also used
to generate commands for driving the exoskeleton and the VE, according to the acquisition
routine.

Data Acquisition Protocol Before starting the acquisition routine, subjects were invited
to sit on a chair and wear the exoskeleton using the flip-off arm bands. By using stacked
hard plastic layers under the chair, the height of the seat was adjusted in order to align the

1http://www.seniam.org/

http://www.seniam.org/
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Figure 3.10 Main architecture of the acquisition system.

centres of rotation of the subject’s and exoskeleton shoulder joint. At the beginning of the
experiment the exoskeleton joint angles were automatically fixed to a pre-defined angles
set: shoulder abduction/abduction angle equal to 0 degrees, shoulder internal rotation angle
equal to 0 degrees, shoulder elevation angle equal to 10 degrees and elbow angle equal to 90
degrees. After the surface EMG electrodes were placed on the targeted muscles, elastic bands
were used to keep electrodes and wires firmly attached to the body in such a way that the
exoskeleton handle was easily reachable. Then, subjects were asked to perform 16 isometric
virtual reaching tasks along 8 directions (two trials per direction) on the sagittal plane, equally
spaced at 45 degrees and randomly sorted. Isometric contractions were achieved through the
exoskeleton end effector position control, keeping the subjects upper-limb pose fixed. In the
virtual environment, the subjects hand position corresponds to a red sphere (cursor) and the
task target is represented as a green sphere. The distance between the two spheres is covered
applying the target force of 20 kg ·m/s2 on the sensor and the radius difference allowed a
maximum positioning error equal to 3 kg ·m/s2 (1 N = 1 kg ·m/s2). Each virtual reaching
task consists of: positioning the cursor inside the target, holding it in place for 2 s and then
relaxing to move the cursor back to the rest position. The cursor position is driven by a spring
model Pc = K ∗FEE where Pc is the 3D cursor position, FEE is the applied isometric force
vector and K is the elastic constant of the virtual spring.

3.2 An Undercomplete Autoencoder for Muscle Synergies
Extraction

Among the several kinds of AE families cited in Section ??, an undercomplete autoencoder
has been chosen and firstly used to extract the spatial muscle synergies of the human upper
limb while executing an isometric reaching task in a bi-dimensional space. In a second step,
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Figure 3.11 Architecture of the undercomplete autoencoder for synergies extraction.

the extracted muscles synergy signals have been used to predict the movement intention by
estimating the shoulder and elbow articulation moments with a linear combination.

Given the input vector I(t) = [m1(t),m2(t), . . . ,mN(t)], where mi(t) represents the pre-
processed activation of the i-th muscle and N is the number of considered muscles, the
autoencoder has the objective to extract the activations of the muscle synergies si. The
pre-processing phase considers the following steps for each raw EMG signal: high-pass
filtering (20 Hz second-order Butterworth); rectification and low-pass filtering (5 Hz second-
order Butterworth); normalization over the maximum value computed during the calibration
procedure.

3.2.1 Materials and Methods

Model Design and Configuration The structure of the designed autoencoder is shown in
Figure 3.11. The considered topology has one hidden layer with four positive linear neurons
that produce the synergy activations named s1(t), s2(t), s3(t) and s4(t). Such configuration
replicates the physiological model of the spatial muscles synergies reported by Berger et

al. [376]. The problem of selecting the best number of the hidden neurons was not faced
with the topology definition, i.e. the number of extracted muscles synergies, but a fixed
number (4) of hidden neurons has been chosen since some studies have reported that the
isometric activation of the human upper limb muscles can be accurately described by four
muscle synergies [376, 377]. Considering the definition of autoencoders, the output layer
has the same dimension as the input layer. As suggested by Goodfellow et al. , a simple
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linear decoder with biases is sufficient to avoid the copying task without extracting useful
information, caused by too much learning capacity [378].

The model has been implemented with the Neural Network toolbox of Matlab (Release
2018b) and trained using a gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate
algorithm and considering 1000 training epochs. Given a single train set, the training was
repeated 20 times with different initial weights. Among the 20 models, the best one has
been chosen as the model featuring the minimum correlation index among the four synergy
activations. Such index has been computed as the sum of the elements of the absolute
upper triangular matrix extracted by the correlation matrix of s1(t), s2(t), s3(t) and s4(t).
Considering a train set composed by about 4000 time point, the training process of each
autoencoder lasts about 1.5 seconds. All the trainings have been run on a PC featuring two
Intel XEON E5 2630 v3 CPUs and 64 GB of RAM.

Joint Moment Estimation Based on Muscle Synergies: Comparison with the State-of
the Art For this study, the bi-dimensional motion intention estimator that takes the AE-
extracted muscles synergies as input has been compared with other methods already proposed
in literature and based on the same model described by the Equation ??. Each model is able
to estimates the shoulder and elbow moments. In detail:

• Model Hm: T = H ·m, where m is the muscle activation signal vector processed as
the input data of the AE (Figure 3.11) [376];

• Model HWW+m: T = H ·W ·W+ ·m, where H is exactly the same EMG-to-moment
matrix extracted for the Model Hm [376] and W is the synergy matrix extracted with
the NNMF by using the Matlab function nnm f (. . .);

• Model Ĥc: T = Ĥ · c, where c is extracted with the NNMF for the model calibration
and computed as reported in Equation ?? for the model evaluation [377];

• Model AE: T = HAE · S, where S is the synergy activation vector extracted by the
autoencoder.

It is worth noting that the matrix H has dimension equal to 2×N (two is the number of
moment components: shoulder and elbow joint moments), whereas the matrices Ĥ and HAE

have size 2×4 (four is the number of considered muscle synergies).

Model Calibration and Performance Metrics Each subject-specific model has been
independently trained with 256 (28) different train sets, where 2 is the number of reaching
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trials executed for each of the target sphere positioned in the 8 directions. Hence, a single
train set contains the EMG and shoulder/elbow moment data acquired in one trial along all
directions. Fixed a single train set, then all models have been evaluated on the complementary
test set, that contains the data acquired during the contractions that have not been considered
for the calibration.

The multivariate R2 index has been computed for each test set in order to evaluate the
synergy extraction performance of both the NNMF and AE. The multivariate R2 index
represents the fraction of total variation accounted by the synergy reconstruction and then is
a global indicator of the goodness of reconstruction. The R2 has been computed as follows
[379]:

R2 = 1− SSE
SST

= 1− ∑s ∑
ks
k=1 ∥ms(tk)−mr

s(tk)∥
2

∑s ∑
ks
k=1 ∥ms(tk)− m̄∥2 (3.9)

where SSE is the sum of the squared errors, and SST is the sum of the squared residual
from the mean activation vector m̄, i.e. the total variation multiplied by the total number of
samples K = ∑s ks.

The shoulder and elbow articulation moment reconstruction by the models presented
above has been evaluated computing the root mean square error (ERMS) between the measured
and estimated torques.

Statistics In order to compare the proposed methods, the average values of the R2 and ERMS

among the 256 test sets for each subject have been computed. The two synergy extraction
methods, i.e., AE-based and NNMF, have been compared with the Wilcoxon test. The
four moment estimator models, i.e. Hm, HWW+m, Ĥc and AE-based model, have been
compared running the Friedman test and the Dunn’s pairwise post-hoc tests with Bonferroni
correction. The significance level has been set to 0.05. Non-parametric tests were adopted
since the assumptions underlying parametric tests resulted to be violated for all sets of data.
All the analyses have been performed using the SPSS2 software (Version 21).

3.2.2 Results

In order to evaluate the ability of the proposed autoencoder to extract representative muscles
synergies, the NNMF method and the autoencoder were compared in terms of the multi-

2https://www.ibm.com/analytics/spss-statistics-software

https://www.ibm.com/analytics/spss-statistics-software
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Figure 3.12 Quality index of the muscle activation reconstruction.
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Figure 3.13 Shoulder moment estimation error.

variate R2 index computed between the processed measured muscle activations mi and the
reconstructed m̃i computed as m̃i =W ·W+ ·mi.

Figure 3.12 reports the average R2 among the several test sets for each subject. It resulted
that the R2 of the muscle activation reconstruction based on the AE is significantly higher
than the NNMF R2 (z =−2.201, p = 0.028).

To validate the estimation ability of the method based on the muscle synergies extracted
with the proposed autoencoder, the four models were compared in terms of ERMS between
the moments predicted by the model and reference (or measured) joint moments.

Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 report, for each subject, the averaged ERMS among the several
test sets. Concerning the shoulder joint moment estimation, the ERMS of the four methods are
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Figure 3.14 Elbow moment estimation error.

Table 3.1 ERMS performance Bonferroni corrected post-hoc comparisons for the shoulder
joint.

Pairwise comparison T Statistics p-value
Hm - HWW+m -2.167 0.022
Hm - Ĥc -1.500 0.265
Hm - AE -0.333 1.000
HWW+m - Ĥc 0.667 1.000
HWW+m - AE 1.833 0.083
Ĥc - AE 1.167 0.705

significantly different (χ2(3) = 11, p = 0.012). Dunn tests with the Bonferroni correction
were used to follow up this finding. It appeared that there is only a significant difference
between the Model Hm and the model HWW+m (T = −2.167, p = 0.022). Regarding
the elbow joint moment estimation, no significant difference between the ERMS of the four
methods has been found (χ2(3) = 7.8, p = 0.050).

3.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions

As reported in 3.12, comparing the averaged R2 values computed on the test sets, it resulted
that the autoencoder performs better than the NNMF (Wilcoxon test, z=-2.201, p=0.028).
This means that the AE generates synergy activations that better reconstruct the original
muscle activation signals. It also worth noting that the AE and the NNMF have not been
tested on the reconstruction of the same EMG signals used to calibrate the synergy model,
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but on different muscle activations acquired in the same condition, i.e. the same upper limb
pose.

In conclusion, summarising the results,the statistical analysis revealed that the only found
significant difference in estimating the shoulder moment is between the models Hm and
HWW+m (Dunn test with the Bonferroni correction, T = −2.167, p = 0.022). The clear
messages that arises from the statistical analysis, Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 are that: the
Hm model is better than the HWW+m, Ĥc and AE models, even if such difference is not
significant in the case of elbow moment estimation; the three methods HWW+m, Ĥc and
AE performs similarly. This result is reasonable since the Model Hm is not synergy based,
i.e. it does not introduce any loss of EMG signal information, and it uses a bigger H matrix
allowing a better learning. However this results are limited by the fact that the estimator has
been calibrated and tested in the same upper limb pose. A synergy-based method should
achieve better performances when a complex calibrated model is tested in different conditions
[377].

3.3 Autoencoder for Task-Oriented Muscle Synergy Extrac-
tion

Even though a certain number of procedures for muscles synergy extraction has been proposed
in the literature [380, 381], the main drawback of the existing approaches, such as the
one presented before, concerns the fact that muscle synergies are estimated by analysing
recorded muscle activities without having any information about neither the underlying
task nor the final application. This means that the synergy extraction procedure considers
the total variance reconstruction rate of the EMG signals as the only performance index
to be optimized. Cristiano et al. [380] reported: ”We suggest that synergy extraction

methods should explicitly take into account task execution variables, thus moving from

a perspective purely based on input-space to one grounded on task-space as well . . . In

conclusion, the evidence reviewed here provides support for the existence of muscle synergies.

However, many issues are still unresolved. A deeper investigation of the relationship between

synergies and task variables might help to address some of the open questions”. Few
works have investigated the concept of functional synergies that are an initial attempt to link
muscle synergies with task variables [305, 306, 380, 382]. However, as deeply discussed by
Barradas et al. [383] and Cristiano et al. [380], functional synergies present some issues and
limitations. After an extensive argumentation, Cristiano and his colleagues state that a novel
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Figure 3.15 The proposed extended autoencoder model.

required technique for muscle synergy extraction ”. . . should optimize the reconstruction

error of the EMG signals, and constrain a good fit of the task-variables”.

3.3.1 Materials and Methods

Model Design and Configuration Starting from the architecture proposed in Section 3.2,
a novel architecture that is able to learn the optimised muscles synergies patterns that lead
to the optimized muscle synergy-based movement intention detection has been designed.
The structure of the presented model (Figure 3.15) is composed of two main blocks: an
undercomplete autoencoder for muscle synergies extraction and a feed-forward layer for
movement estimation based on muscle synergy activations.

Referring to the Figure 3.15, part of the modified autoencoder, works to learn and extract
the muscles synergies patterns; in fact, given the input feature vector I(t)= [m1(t)m2(t) . . .mN(t)],
where mi(t) indicates the pre-processed activation of the i-th muscle and N is the number
of considered muscles, the AE preserves the objective to extract muscle synergy activations
si. The topology has one hidden layer with four positive linear neurons that encode the
muscle activations into synergy activations named s1(t), s2(t), s3(t) and s4(t). As before,
the number of hidden neurons is set to four, and the overall configuration has been chosen
with aim to replicate the physiological model of the spatial muscles synergies reported and
deeply discussed in the work of Berger et al. [376]. The same three step pre-processing
routine is also executed on each raw electromyographic signal: high-pass filtering (20 Hz

second-order Butterworth); rectification and low-pass filtering (5 Hz second-order Butter-
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worth); per-channel normalization over the maximum value computed during the calibration
procedure.

Differently from the previous Section 3.2, the synergy-based movement intention detec-
tion has been achieved by adding a feed-forward block on top of the encoding hidden layer of
the AE. By adding such block, the proposed neural model is able to compute the best muscle-
synergy patterns that leads to the best trade-off between muscle activation reconstruction and
movement intention estimation, that is, hand forces or articulation moment predictions. From
the study of literature, this is the first attempt to build a model that is able to extract muscles
synergies considering the performance into the task space, i.e. movement. Regarding the
activation function, the layer considers a linear function and no bias has been added. Such
configuration allows for the computation of the forces/moments as a linear combination
of the synergy activations. In detail, the output vector T (t) = [T1(t),T2(t)] represents the
estimated moments. It is important mentioning that the moment components T1(t) and T2(t)

have been normalized to range within the interval [−0.5,0.5].

Network Training The network has been implemented using the Neural Network toolbox
of Matlab (Release 2018b), and trained using a gradient descent with momentum and adaptive
learning rate algorithm for 1000 epochs. Given a single training set, the training of the neural
model has been repeated 10 times considering different initial weights [384], then the model
featuring the best performance has been considered for the next analysis. Considering a
training set composed of about 1000 time points, the training process of the model lasts about
4.5 s. All the training sequences have been run on a PC featuring two Intel XEON E5 2630
v3 CPUs and 64 GB of RAM.

Joint moment estimation based on muscle synergies: comparison with the state of the
art. As the previous application, the performance of the bi-dimensional motion intention
estimator has been compared with the same standard methods. In detail:

• Model Hm: T = H ·m, where m is the muscle activation signal vector processed as
the input data of the AE (see Figure 3.15) [376];

• Model HWW+m: T = H ·W ·W+ ·m, where H is exactly the same EMG-to-moment
matrix extracted for the model Hm [376] and W is the synergy matrix extracted with
the NNMF by using the Matlab function nnm f (. . .) (Release 2018b);

• Model Ĥc: T = Ĥ · c, where c is extracted with the NNMF for the model calibration
and computed as reported in Equation (??) for the model evaluation [377];
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• AE-based model: T = Hmodel ·S, where S is the synergy activation vector extracted
by the autoencoder and Hmodel are the weights of the model block devoted to the
synergy-based movement intention detection.

As before, the matrix H has dimension equal to 2×N (two is the number of moment
components: shoulder and elbow joint moments), whereas the matrices Ĥ and Hmodel have
size 2×4 (four is the number of considered muscle synergies). All methods have been tested
using the same set of muscle activation recordings.

3.3.2 Results

In order to compare the proposed methods, the same model calibration, performance metrics
and statistic methodologies used before were replicated. The proposed neural model has
been evaluated both in terms of joint moment estimation and sEMG signal reconstruction.
Figure 3.16 (top-left and bottom-left) and Figure 3.16 (top-right) report the mean value
of the ERMS and the mean R2 values among all test sets for each subject, respectively.
Table 3.2 reports the ERMS and multivariate R2 values averaged among all subjects for each
compared methodology.

The Friedman test revealed that there is a significant difference among the four investi-
gated techniques in terms of ERMS relative to both shoulder moment prediction (χ2 = 18.733,
p < 0.001) and elbow moment prediction (χ2 = 15.000, p = 0.002). Dunn test with Bonfer-
roni correction was then used to perform the post-hoc tests (see Table 3.3). The results of
the post-hoc analysis showed that the shoulder moment ERMS error observed with AE-based
model is significantly lower than both the errors obtained by the HWW+m model (Z = 2.556,
p < 0.001) and Ĥc model (Z = 1.778, p = 0.021). No significant differences were found
between the AE-based model and Hm model (Z = 1.222, p = 0.268). Similar results were
found analyzing the moment elbow ERMS errors. In detail, the elbow moment ERMS error
observed with AE-based model is significantly lower than both the errors obtained by the
HWW+m model (Z = 2.111, p = 0.003) and Ĥc model (Z = 1.778, p = 0.021). No sig-
nificant differences were found between the AE-based model and Hm model (Z = 0.778,
p = 1.000).

The Friedman test also revealed that there is a significant difference among the four
investigated techniques in terms of multivariate R2 index between the measured and predicted
joint moments, χ2 = 21.400, p < 0.001. The post-hoc analysis has reported that there
is a significant difference between three pairs of models (see Table 3.3): the R2 index of
the AE-based model is higher than both the R2 index of the HWW+m model (Z =−2.667,
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p< 0.001) and Ĥc model (Z =−1.889, p= 0.011), respectively; the Hm model outperforms
the HWW+m model (Z = 1.667, p = 0.037); then no significant difference was found
between the AE-based model and the Hm model (Z =−1.000, p = 0.602).

The difference between the autoencoder and the NNMF algorithm were also assessed
in terms of sEMG signals reconstruction quality by comparing the multivariate R2 index
between the acquired and reconstructed EMG signals (see Figure 3.16 (bottom-right) and
Table 3.4). The Wilcoxon test results showed that the NNMF achieved a significant higher
R2 index value than the autoencoder (Z =−2.666, p = 0.008).

Figure 3.16 Results averaged among the test sets for each subject and each compared
technique/model. Shoulder moment ERMS errors (top-left). Elbow moment ERMS errors
(bottom-left). Moment Multivariate R2 index values (top-right). sEMG Multivariate R2 index
values (bottom-right).

3.3.3 Discussion and Conclusions

To summurise, the statistical analysis on the data acquired from nine healthy subjects and
the Figure 3.16 revealed that: the proposed method outperforms the two synergy-based
approaches HWW+m and Ĥc and such difference is statistically significant; no statistical
difference has been found between the proposed method and the Hm model that considers
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Table 3.2 Means and standard deviations of the shoulder/elbow moment RMS errors and
multivariate R2 index values among all subjects.

Model
Shoulder Moment Elbow Moment Shoulder and Elbow Moment
RMS Error [Nm] RMS Error [Nm] Multivariate R2

(M ± SD) (M ± SD) (M ± SD)

Hm 1.15±0.24 0.72±0.17 0.75±0.09
HWW+m 1.42±0.31 0.90±0.16 0.62±0.09
Ĥc 1.40±0.30 0.90±0.16 0.63±0.08
AE model 1.06±0.26 0.62±0.14 0.80±0.07

Table 3.3 Results of the post-hoc analysis about the joint moments (p-values lower than 0.05
are in bold text).

Shoulder Moment Elbow Moment Moment
RMS Error RMS Error Multivariate R2

Pairwise Z p-Value Z p-Value Z p-ValueComparison

Hm−HWW+m −1.333 0.171 −1.333 0.171 1.667 0.037
Hm− Ĥc −0.556 1.000 −1.000 0.602 0.889 0.865
Hm−AE model 1.222 0.268 0.778 1.000 −1.000 0.602
HWW+m− Ĥc 0.778 1.000 0.333 1.000 −0.778 1.000
HWW+m−AE model 2.556 <0.001 2.111 0.003 −2.667 <0.001
Ĥc−AE model 1.778 0.021 1.778 0.021 −1.889 0.011

Table 3.4 Means and standard deviations of the sEMG multivariate R2 index values among
all subjects. Results of the Wilcoxon Test about the comparison between the non-negative
matrix factorization (NNMF) and autoencoder.

Model sEMG multivariate R2

M ± SD Wilcoxon Test

NNMF 0.89±0.02
Z =−2.666, p = 0.008

AE 0.86±0.02

a direct mapping between the EMG signals and the joint moments. Such findings seem
promising since the proposed method is able to achieve the comparable performance of
the Hm model even if introduces some loss in the EMG signal information due to the AE
bottleneck.
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About the quality of the muscle activity reconstruction, as reported in Figure 3.16, it
turned out that the proposed AE-based model has shown slightly lower performance than
the NNMF (Wilcoxon test, z =−2.666, p = 0.008). This means that the NNMF generates
synergy activations that better reconstruct the original muscle activation signals. This finding
is not a big surprise since, differently from the NNMF, the proposed neural model has
simultaneously focused on the reconstruction of both the EMG signals and joint moment. It
is also worth noting that the AE and the NNMF have not been tested on the reconstruction
of the same EMG signals used to calibrate the synergy model, but on different muscle
activations acquired in the same condition (i.e., the same upper limb pose).

This work does not address the study of the relationship between the model accuracy and
the number of considered muscles [385]. All the main superficial upper limb muscles that
contribute to the shoulder and elbow moment generation have been considered [376]. Clearly,
a reduction in the number of considered muscles would lead to a loss of model accuracy,
and such loss would be related to the functional contribution of the specific excluded set of
muscles. A further study could investigate the role of the considered muscles in moment
estimation when using the proposed approach. However, it is important to remark that
the main goal was to propose a general methodology. The specific set-up (i.e. considered
muscles, task-space variables and acquisition procedure) needs to be customized case by
case.

In conclusion, the proposed work represents a first attempt to develop a muscle synergy-
based myo-controller that is tailored to the specific subject by simultaneously considering
the synergy extraction and the mapping between the synergy activations and the variables
used in the task space, i.e. forces or moments. Concerning the specific experimental setup
used in this study, the obtained results have clearly showed that the proposed model has lead
to a better moment estimation when compared with other synergy-based models. However,
at the same time, the quality of the EMG signals reconstruction was slightly degraded. This
finding demonstrated that a trade-off between the capability of the extracted muscle synergies
to better describe the EMG signals variability and the task performance in terms of force
reconstruction might exist and can be exploited to develop more intuitive myo-controllers
that are mainly evaluated in the task space [380, 383].

3.4 Gait Analysis and Rehabilitation in Parkinson’s Disease

The WHO declares a serious increase in the incidences of degenerative cronic diseases. These
chronic diseases are characterized by a slow and progressive decay of normal physiological
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functions that entail in most cases a considerable lowering of the quality of life, due to
the impossibility of carrying out daily activities. The second most widespread chronic-
neurodegenerative disease is the "Parkinson’s disease" or "Parkinson’s disease" (PD) from
the name of the one who first described its characteristics and peculiarities [386]. It is a
pathology that affects both the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system with
early death of dopaminergic neurons and that in the long run involves very disabling motor
and non-motor symptoms such as resting tremor, freezing of movement, camptocormia,
dementia etc [343]. Erroneously described at the time of its first detection as a disease
caused exclusively by environmental factors, and in particular the pollution produced by
the industrial revolution, it is instead a pathology associated with different causes and risk
factors that include: genetic factors, age, family history, exposure to chemicals etc.

Recent studies related to the causes of Parkinson have led neurologists to support the use
of levodopa-based drug therapy with a therapeutic/rehabilitation path [387]. Medical science
has made great progress on mitigate the symptoms for parkinsonian patients by applying new
rehabilitation techniques [388, 389]. Many tools for early diagnosis and correct analysis of
Parkinson’s disease symptoms have been developed [388, 390].

This study is based on this concept and it aims to define a new rehabilitation model
focusing on those disabling motor symptoms that do not have a significant response to drug
therapy. In particular, walking capability is considered in all its aspects: cadence, speed,
depreciation, length, number of steps, frequency. For this purpose, the efficacy of cueing
technique PD subjects gait was evaluated with a software built ad-hoc. The cue is a sensory
stimulus has the aim to trigger the movement in the subject or support a given gait pace.
Recent works have proved that Parkinson’s Disease (PD) patients can be largely benefit by
performing rehabilitation exercises based on audio cueing and music therapy [391–394].
Specially, gait can benefit from repetitive sessions of exercises using auditory cues. For this
reason this study focuses on auditory cue.

3.4.1 Materials and Methods

Participants Five subjects affected by Parkinson’s disease were selected for the experiment
by a neurophysiology team with the collaboration Parkinson Italia association. The subjects
had different Parkinson’s Disease severity, that in some cases compromised also the autonomy
of the movement. The details of the subjects are summarized in Table 3.5.

The following inclusion criteria were considered:

• Diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease for at least 4 years;
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Table 3.5 Details of the subjects selected for the experiment

ID Sex Age PD Diagnosis
(years)

Motor
Autonomy

A.B. F 60 4 Autonomous
O.B. F 66 5 Autonomous
A.A. M 70 7 Autonomous
D.B. M 78 9 Not autonomous
M.Z. M 76 5 Not autonomus

• Absence of comorbidities relevant for walking purposes;

• Under therapy with levodopa.

It was important that the subjects stopped levodopa therapy the day before the experiment
to make it the most reliable as possible. All the participants were informed about the
experiment and gave their consent.

Experiment Setup and Protocol The experiment took place in one of the neuro-rehabilitation
gyms of the Medica Sud s.r.l. clinic with stable lighting condition and adequate spaces to
allow comfortable walking and resting of the subjects (about 10-12 meters), A straight path
has been defined with a starting point placed at a distance of 4.6 m and with an effective
length of walkable space of 3.6 m.In order to ease the walking of the sujects and avoid
measurement errors, a guide for the path was drawn with a tape on the floor. The Azure
Kinect was placed at 0.5 m from the ending point of the path, with height of 94 cm above the
ground and was calibrated the floor.

In order to track the movement of the subject walking following the defined path, a C++
application based on the Azure Kinect was designed and developed. The software used
the Azure Body Tracking module to detect and track the 3D position and orientation of the
human body main joints (up to 32 joints as shown in ).

Since the purpose of the study was to evaluate the influence of auditory stimuli in walking
of subjects with Parkinson’s Disease from mild to severe, the software implemented the
following walking acquisition modes:

• Simple Acquisition: no external stimuli were submitted (reference acquisition);

• Acquisition with Metronome: a variable frequency metronome sound was used to
stimulate the pace of the walk.
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Figure 3.17 Joints detected with Azure Kinect Body Tracking module.

The software integrates also a post processing module developed ad-hoc to analyze the
path, calculate the spatio-temporal parameters and extract gait cycle features.

The experimental protocol consisted of the following phases:

1. Acquisition of 2 walks following the defined path performed without the use of the
metronome;

2. Acquisition of 2 walks following the defined path performed with the use of the
metronome set at the frequency of the average cadence recorded in the previous two
walks;

3. Acquisition of 2 walks following the defined path performed with the use of the
metronome set at a frequency 15% higher than the average cadence recorded in the
previous two walks.

For each acquisition, the following features were extracted:

• CadenceL - Cadence of the Step in the left foot

• CadenceR - Cadence of the Step in the right foot

• CycleTimeL - Left Step cycle time

• CycleTimeR - Right Step cycle time
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Figure 3.18 GUI of the application developed for the study.

• DoubleSupport - Time when both feet are on the ground

• StanceL - Duration as a percentage of the left Stance phase

• StanceR - Duration as a percentage of the right Stance phase

• StanceTimeL - Time when the left foot is in the Stance phase

• StanceTimeR - Time when the left foot is in the Stance phase

• StepLengthL - Left Step length

• StepLengthR - Left Step length

• StepWidthL - Left Step width

• StepWidthR - Right Step width

• StrideLengthL - Left Stride length

• StrideLengthR - Right Stride length

• StrideVelocityL - Speed in the Stride phase of the left foot

• StrideVelocityR - Speed in the Stride phase of the left foot
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• SwingL - Duration as a percentage of the left Swing phase

• SwingR - Duration as a percentage of the right Swing phase

• SwingTimeL - Time of the Swing phase of the left foot

• SwingTimeR - Time of the Swing phase of the right foot

• SwingVelocityL - Speed in the Swing phase of the left foot

• SwingVelocityR - Speed in the Swing phase of the right foot

3.4.2 Results

For each of the six acquisitions, the features related to all the gait cycles (Left,Right)
identified in a walk were extracted. Then they were grouped according to the acquisition
mode: "Without Metronome","With Metronome". In order to conduct a visual inspection of
the data, box-plots were created for each patient and for each feature for enhancing possible
differences in the features between the two conditions. A statistical analysis was conducted
with IBM SPSS Statistics software. In particular, the Wilcoxon nonparametric test for paired
samples was used to compare the variables related to conditions without and with metronome,
since the assumptions for the use of the parametric t-test for paired samples were violated.

3.6 shows the p-values of all comparisons conducted for each feature and for each patient.
The significance level of the test was set at α = .05. All p-value values lower than the set
significance level have been bolded and highlighted. At first look, it is possible to see that
there were significant differences only for two subjects. Indeed, some features of the subjects
D.B. and M.Z. are characterized by a significant difference between the without and with
metronome conditions. On the other hand, features extracted by A.A., A.B. and O.B. walks
do not present any difference between the two conditions.

In details, the statistical analysis conducted on the features extracted from the walks of
the subject M.Z. showed the following significant differences:

• the cadence (Steps per minute) of the right and left gait cycles related to the walks with
metronome is significantly greater than the cadence related to the walks without the
metronome ( Figure 3.19);

• the duration of right and left cycles related to the walks with metronome is significantly
shorter than the duration of gait cycles related to the walks without the metronome Fig-
ure 3.20);
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Table 3.6 p-values results of Wilcoxon nonparametric test for paired samples applied on
features for With and Without Metronome conditions.

Features Subjects
A.A. A.B. D.B. M.Z. O.B.

Cadence Left 0.1775 0.9048 0.4984 0.0010 0.2371
Cycle Time Left 0.1364 0.9048 0.2987 0.0010 0.2438
Double Support Left 0.5649 0.9048 0.5043 0.5422 0.5135
Stance Left 1.0000 0.4127 0.1006 0.1702 0.4129
Stance Time Left 0.2727 0.6032 0.1838 0.0060 0.0859
Step Length Left 0.3095 0.7302 0.0010 0.4053 0.2824
Step Width Left 0.1797 0.4127 0.0010 0.4043 0.7546
Stride Length Left 0.0649 0.9048 0.0010 0.1150 0.4230
Stride Velocity Left 0.2069 0.9048 0.0100 0.2722 0.0813
Swing Left 1.0000 0.4127 0.1896 0.1953 0.4129
Swing Time Left 0.2273 0.3651 0.3520 0.1285 0.8851
Swing Velocity Left 0.4468 0.4127 0.0040 0.4316 0.5728
Cadence Right 0.1978 0.6993 0.5125 0.0020 0.1224
Cycle Time Right 0.0891 0.6993 0.4200 0.0020 0.1224
Double Support Right 0.8506 0.3341 0.4920 0.4960 0.6282
Stance Right 0.4069 0.1709 0.0848 0.3508 0.3834
Stance Time Right 0.0563 0.8143 0.3524 0.0040 0.1294
Step Length Right 0.4848 0.6216 0.0400 0.2810 0.8357
Step Width Right 0.4848 0.5369 0.0010 0.2312 0.2949
Stride Length Right 0.4848 0.9433 0.0010 0.0805 0.7308
Stride Velocity Right 0.3939 0.9433 0.0020 0.5198 0.9452
Swing Right 0.4264 0.1709 0.0939 0.3896 0.3834
Swing Time Right 0.7446 0.2953 0.0969 0.0536 0.1294
Swing Velocity Right 0.4848 0.2844 0.0010 0.2789 0.6282
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Figure 3.19 Box-plots and p-values of cadence for left and right gait cycles in no metronome
and metronome conditions for subject M.Z..

Figure 3.20 Box-plots and p-values of left and right cycles time in no metronome and
metronome conditions for subject M.Z..

• the duration of the stance phase in right and left gait cycles related to the walks with
metronome is significantly shorter than the duration of the gait cycles related to the
walks without the metronome( Figure 3.21).

No other significant differences were observed for the subjects. It follows that the other
features didn’t reveal any significant change with the introduction of the metronome.

Furthermore, the statistical analysis conducted on the features extracted from the walks
of the subject M.Z. showed the following significant differences:

• the step length for the right and left gait cycles related to the walks with metronome
is significantly greater than the length related to the walks without the metronome
( Figure 3.22);

• the step width for the right and left gait cycles related to the walks with metronome is
significantly greater than the step width related to the walks without the metronome( Fig-
ure 3.23);
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Figure 3.21 Box-plots and p-values of stance time for left and right gait cycles in no
metronome and metronome conditions for subject M.Z..

Figure 3.22 Box-plots and p-values of step length for left and right gait cycles in no
metronome and metronome conditions for subject D.B..

• the stride phase length for the right and left gait cycles related to the walks with
metronome is significantly greater than the stride length related to the walks without
the metronome( Figure 3.24);

• the stride velocity in the right and left gait cycles related to the walks with metronome is
significantly higher than the stride velocity related to the walks without the metronome
( Figure 3.25);

• the swing phase velocity in the right and left gait cycles acquired during metronome
walks is significantly higher than the swing phase velocity related to the walks without
the metronome( Figure 3.26).

No other significant differences were observed for the subjects. It follows that the other
features didn’t reveal any significant change with the introduction of the metronome.
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Figure 3.23 Box-plots and p-values of step width for left and right gait cycles in no metronome
and metronome conditions for subject D.B..

Figure 3.24 Box-plots and p-values of stride length for left and right gait cycles in no
metronome and metronome conditions for subject D.B..

3.4.3 Discussion and Conclusions

As reported in the previous paragraph, from the analysis of all the features extracted from
the walks of each subject in metronome and no metronome conditions, emerged that no
features were significantly different between the two conditions for three of the subjects
but some of the features of two subjects (M.Z. and D.B.) showed statistically significant
differences between the two conditions. In details, for the subject M.Z., the use of the
metronome with a frequency higher than the cadence recorded during the walking tests
without metronome led to observe of an increase in the cadence for both left and right gait
cycles. The increase in cadence is clearly a consequence of the significant reduction of the
left and right step cycles duration. Analyzing in more detail the characteristics of the gait
cycles acquired in "metronome" mode, it emerged that a significant reduction in the stance
phase was recorded and this explains the reduction of the duration of the step cycle. An
improvement in the walking of that subject was then observed in terms of the cadence of
the step that increased. For subject D.B., the use of the metronome with a frequency higher
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Figure 3.25 Box-plots and p-values of stride velocity for left and right gait cycles in no
metronome and metronome conditions for subject D.B..

Figure 3.26 Box-plots and p-values of swing phase velocity for left and right gait cycles in
no metronome and metronome conditions for subject D.B..

than the cadence recorded during the walking tests without metronome led to observe an
increase in the length of the half-steps and steps for both left and right gait cycles. Unlike
what emerged in the data of patient M.Z., the walking acquisitions of patient D.B. did
not show statically significant differences in cadence. Indeed, the cadence is statistically
unchanged because, in the condition with metronome, in addition to the increase in length
of the half-steps and steps, a significant increase in the velocity of the step and therefore
in the velocity of the swing phases of the step cycle was observed. An improvement in the
subject’s walking was therefore observed in terms of stride length and swing phases velocity.
A further improvement in the quality of walking has been evaluated in terms of the width of
the step which is significantly greater with the introduction of the metronome. A greater step
width translates into better stability and balance.

From these results, it’s clear not all the subjects had an effective response to the auditory
cueing and even the ones that respond to it showed different changes in term of gait features.
The cause can be related to the experiment design and execution itself: some subjects could
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require more sessions or longer sessions to feel comfortable and benefit from the auditory
cues or some can require other kind of cues. It’s a matter of fact, Parkinson’s Disease is
characterized by a great variability subjects by subjects even if in the same stage of pathology;
this can influence the effectiveness of cueing technique.

In this study, five Parkinsonian patients who were asked to walk along a straight path
without and with a metronome-type auditory cue. This cue is characterized by a higher
frequency of the cadence of the walk acquired without auditory cue. A softare based on
Azure Kinect Body Tracking was designed and developed for the purose. The subjects 3D
data of body joints of a subject were acquired and gait cycles features were calculated. A
statistical analysis of the acquired data showed the influence of auditory cue on the main
features of walking of two subjects on five. Specifically, in one subject an increase in cadence
was revealed, in the another subject an increase in both the length of the step and the width
of the step was observed.

Considering the low cost and accuracy of Azure Kinect, it is a great alternative to
expensive gait analysis platforms and it can be the base technology of a low cost system
for rehabilitation and evaluation of parkinsonian patients. It could be adopted in a clinical
context or even used to serve home sessions overcoming the stress of reaching dedicated
facilities that is a big challenge for PD patients because of low motor autonomy and pandemic
risks too. At the end, the designed software could support also diagnostic and rehabilitation
protocols for other neurodegenerative diseases with implications on walking, such as: senile
dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s chorea, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or other
rarer diseases such as spongiform encephalopathies.



Chapter 4

Conclusion

In Industry 4.0 the attention to human factors has been particularly sparse, despite the
evident centrality of Human Factor in the developmental priorities (i.e. managing complex
systems, safety and security, work organization and design, and training and professional
development).

The studies collected in this thesis aimed to propose a set of innovative work-flows for
real systems based on enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 and Healthcare 4.0 that put the
humans at the center. The outcomes could be summarized with four important contributions:

• The body tracking is usually performed with really expensive and delicate systems
that can’t be introduced in a factory, also hand tools tracking can’t be done without
invasive and bulky systems. This result with the proposal of low-cost devices and
Computer Vision/Deep Learning techniques for tracking the human body actions and
tool handled by the operator in the industry context are a strong point that contribute to
close the gap between research around Human Factor and real applications in Industry
4.0.

• During my visiting period at Toyota Motor Europe, I transferred the results of research
concerning Industry 4.0 enabling technologies and Human factors into application
responding the concrete need of maintenance training transformation in automotive
industry. It’s a matter of fact that digitization of training experience with AR/MR
technologies is the future of learning in every field because it’s an investment for
efficiency and cost reduction.

• Starting from muscle synergies evidence, new methods of extraction have been in-
vestigated, employing machine learning techniques in different scenarios, as well
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as interesting cues about the interpretation of their changing. This new extraction
algorithms can be used to improve myo-control performance during task-oriented
therapies.

• The success of cueing technique on people suffering of Parkinson’s Disease opens
new important paths towards a next-generation rehabilitation and Industry 4.0 enabling
technologies are great tools to shape it building low-cost, easy and home deliverable
solutions

Future works will focus on provide significant advancement on all the topics already
investigated in this thesis. Industry 4.0 research and application results will converge into the
design and development of a framework able to acquire kinematic, electromyographic and
video signals of a subject carrying out manual maintenance activities in an industrial context
and with deep learning techniques for action recognition and classification recognizing the
actions performed by the subject and evaluate their correctness and at the same time the
ergonomic risk. Concerning Healthcare 4.0, new studies will be conducted around movement
disorders rehabilitation on both branches, muscle synergies and cueing technique in order to
explore new approaches and consolidating the results with the aim of improving the human
tailored clinical practice.
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